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:CIOUS TIDBITS Old, bridge 
demolished IS nothing to be alarmed about; Terrace Mayor Victor is  as healthY-asia horse and reports from Juneau -~ " • i 
eneral Hospital in Alaska say that ou~ Mayor has been 
scharged. After undergoing about hree days of treatment for 
reported urinary problems, Mayor Vic Jniliffe buarded his plane 
ind left Saturday mornfdg for Terrace.. The trip was simply a 
)leasure cruise in which Mr. and Mrs. Jolliffc treated visiting 
'amily grandmother with a ~ight seeing tour. Hospital 
;pokesmen talking with the Herald on Saturday said that his 
Vlayorship's condition was •not too serious throughout he 
zospital stay and that each day in bed brought-on improvement. 
,ocal c0nteflders in "the winter's municipal elections can rest 
tssured that Mayor Vic Jolliffe will he_back onthe candidate's 
list. 
NOT ONE, buttwo cars were stolen from the Keystone 
Apartment parking area overnight Friday. If you happen to see 
a 1968 Ford Fairiane, licence number CKG-539 or a 1968 Ford 
Galaxie, licence BDB -353, please contact the TerraceRCMP. 
One of the parked vehicles was locked and volice susvect he 
thieves broke through the window bat. The Fairlane, awhite 
fastback model, is owned by Ronald Mould. The Galaxie, a'blue 
two-door hardtop, is owned by Dereck Francis. Police say that 
one fuel tank was full and the other about hree-quarters full. 
They cannot get far however, police report. Oely two roads lead 
out from Terrace and once police bulletins are issued, thereis 
little chance of escaping apprehension.' Many cars are stolen, 
police report. The majority'of them are turned up eventually 
and as it usually'seems, the culprits are just looking for a joy 
ride. When the tank is empty or a remote area of town is 
reached, the culprits imply abandon the car and walk home (or 
wherever culprits walk to); 
AS ALL Terrace residents well know, the Terrace Community 
Centre is no longer with us. Unless we get a new community 
building here are some of the activities the community will' 
miss: Riverboat Days, Heidleberg Beer Gardens, Winter 
Carnival, Hospital bazaars, Little Theatre rummage sales, Elks 
bingo games, girls basketball, f oor hockey, Tiny Tots, creative 
drawing and painting, minor boys basketball, baton lessons, 
rollerskating, children's arts and" crafts,, badminton, 
Skeenaview visitors, Whist club, Vocational School basketball, 
volleyball for mixed adults, rockbound gatherings, crochet, 
photography clubs, lumbergrading, Old Age Pensioner 
meetings, Regional District meetings, Get Together Group, 
Kinsmen Bingo, Ping Pong shuffleboard, checkers, darts, 
dancing and many more. 
Accident- ii badcauser°ads 
seven ,n iili smash  
" Terrace RCMP have blamed 
rough road conditions for the 
brake trouble experienced by 
Prince Rupert motorist 
Michillina Krawczyk when his 
car met another in an accident 
on mile 55 of Highway 16. 
Police say the brake lining on 
Krawczyk's 1964 Ford broke 
and could not prevent a collision 
iwith a second car, a 1962 
Apparently, the Chev Dump iChrysler driven by John 
truck, a tandem.vehicle driven :::!Andrezej, also of Prince 
b3 ) Everitt Hartfield of River ~i~Rupert. • 
Drive in Thor nhill wasi:i: The mechanical failure 
travelling east on Greig when it ~:i! caused $75 to the Ford and an 
struck a south-bound 1966.~i estimated $250 to the Chrysler. 
Falcon Station Wagon driven by ii~i • Police say .the accident 
Jaque Brulsson of Port Edward. :~:~ occurred around 9:30 p.m. on 
Also in the ear with Bruisson August 26. 
No charges have been 
ordered. 
were his wife, three, of his 
children and two other children. 
All seven persons were taken to 
hospital after the accident. 
.The Bruisson vehicle 
sustained amages that wrote 
the car off as a total wreck, i
while the Hartfield, truck:~ 
sustained about $250 damages, ii 
• The passengers in thei 
Bruisson Car were'subject to:! 
head wounds and injuries bht!~ 
Hartlield was unharmed in the:!'. 
Weather 
picture 
Terrace residents this week 
can expect Weather much the 
.same as we have been having 
for the past week. accident. 
RCMP are still investigating::i!i Aweak storm came over the 
the accident, i!ii coast on the weekend, and at 
" .':':i Herald Presstime, was 
Sweet-toothed iiischeduled to have passed 
through the area by Sunday 
afterhoon. Following the storm r thieves 
Thieves reportedly gained 
some calories overnight 
• Thursday after they 
successfully broke" into 
Mountview Bakery on Lazelle. 
The 0nly i tems reported 
missing from the break:in and 
entry were several pastries 
including, 'donuts, cream puffs, 
buns, buttercups and assorted 
goodies. 
Thieves apparently gained 
access into the building after 
opening the latch .on a side 
window. . " 
The case is still under RCMP 
• investigation. '," 
Keep on/ L 
reading 
BILL SMILEY: ' the" trouble 
'w i th  dl.i~/ers "and  lic- 
enees.,,..page 4. 
B.C. MINING: more 
..:un~rtalnty 'about our :chief 
i~u~..:.:page.S: 
WATERBEDS: ':!:iaiest craze.toi 
: will be a strong south-westerly 
if low of. moist air, but little 
:i precipitation is expected.' 
Temperature-wise, we can 
exps'ct highs in the mid to high. 
60 s,rand lows overnight near 50. 
si,.2oo 
iacc,dent 
Xmas.~,:,lmge ! 
I , ,  
r 
-1 
r .  
hospital 
A two-vehicle accident in 
,downtown Tet'race sent seven 
people to the hospital last 
Saturday morning. 
RCMP received a call to tile 
corner of Greig and Kalum 
Avenues a t  9:25 a.m. to 
investigate an accident between 
a station wagon and a dump 
truck. 
T;iI~ !~ THE CAR that was involved In an accident, last hospital. -See story below, headlined Accident • for further 
Saturday morning." The-accident PUt seven people in the. details. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: 
,:.::':! t - A 21-foot highfib~/eglass - tw0:inch interior coating of c reat inga  need for more:'.':~:: 
!!i structure, d~signed to hold B.C. imulation- the insulation being efficient communications with ilil 
'Tel microwave quipment, was protection against winter tlie rest of the province. :::: 
temperatures that plummet o !:i: 
" accidently, dropped Thursday The first level of the ill-fated :i:! 
from a helicopter carrying it to 80 degrees below zero. building was to house i::i::i ' 
BIC/TEt 
DROPS 
rowe  
The Spring • Creek Bridge, 
once located on Terrace's bench 
area, bad a great fall on Friday. 
(See pictures on Page 8). 
Department of Highways 
crew will not attempt to rebuild 
the structure and instead have 
begun work on a much better 
bridge. 
The new bridge is made of 
earth .fill. After the recently 
installed culvert is extended 
and more fill is brought in, the 
route will he one of the safest in 
the area. 
"The Wooden bridge was 
getting old," a Highways 
spokesman said, "and since 
logging trucks roar througl~ 
here every day of the week, 
there had to be a safer 
passage." 
Officials say two-thirds of the 
project is completed and that 
within four to six weeks the final 
result should be available. 
Another source told Herald 
reporters this week that the 
road improvement project will 
make the Spring Creek Road a 
possible candidate for future 
hook-up with the Stewart- 
Cassiar Highway. Though it is 
very premature to say at this 
time, the source said the. road 
coul~ be chosen over alternate 
routes to the Hazelton area and 
through the Ness Valley. 
The bridge demolition project 
was"first considered by the 
District of Terrace: The bridge 
was marked within 
Municipality boundaries. Since 
the financial e~d of •the 
improvement project lay heavy 
within the District's path of 
responsibility, the boundaries 
were revised to exclude the 
bridge. The change was only 
minor but now the project can 
be handled by the Department 
;of Highways, whose higher fund 
allocations can make the 
project more of a reality. 
In the actual .demolition, 
crews used eaves, ropes and a 
caterpi l lar machine. 
Foundation beams were 
partially sawed-through. Steel 
cables were attached both to the 
bridge and the caterpillar. 
Then with gradual power the 
machine tugged at the bridge. 
No problems were reported in 
the move as the major bridge 
portion collapsed into the gully 
below. 
The detour stretch of road 
now taking the area's flow of 
traffic will be both widened and 
heightened in the next few 
weeks. 
The road serves a small 
population but major traffic 
stems from logging activity 
carried out by Skeena Forest 
Products. 
Installation of the 16 foot 
culvert and respective fill will 
cut road maintenance costs 
down, spokesmen say. 
Maintenance costs on the old 
bridge would have run into high 
figures while costa will remain 
minimal •when the new project 
is completed. 
that's a lot 
of sesame.. .  
In the Back-to-School 
the- peak of Bell Irving The circular shape wasemergency propane fuel, the'iiii Supplement we carried a 
Mountain, 150 miles north of selected because it  creates the second level to contain thermo~ i:i: column by Pegeen Davis in Terrace. 
which we gave the Wrong 
• " ~ -',:~ " .:','~ .... . . . .  . . . . . .  ' ,generators fueled by propane, :.:.! amount in a recipe, we regret 
The carrying-hook on the leastpossible~windiesistance, andthe third level to contain the ::': this error and hope it did not 
Fibreglass construction was site's electronic equipment, ~i inconvenience anyonewhotried 
droppinghelicoptertheaccidentlY3900 lb. rel sed;building chosen because f b r g las ' swon ' t .  . which was to be powered by "" the recipe. 
some 1500 feet to a me up. generators. 
• This breakfast cereal will mountainside below. .B.C. Cons'truetion of the Bell The site's normal • fuel take you an hour. to make but 
Telephone Company engineers Irving Microwave site is the requirements were to bemet by read further it will make a 
first stage of plans by B.C..Tel a six month propane supply that will last estimate it will take about wo . batch a week~ will 
or three weeks'to reconstruct stored outside the main have more than double the 
the building, if necessary to extend telephone • service to structure, protein than store bought cereal 
Telegraph Creek, which now is and is delicious. It will get 
served only by a radio- .Total cost of the site is everyone off to'a good start in 
materials can be' obtained, telephone service: estimated at $119,000, the i.:'.-:i the morning and all you'll have 
: The building was eight feet in building itself representing ilii to do is add milk and serve. 
diameter and had a quarter. Intense mining activity in the about $10,0o0 to $15,050 of the 
: inchthickfibreglussskinovera Telegraph Creek area is total cost. :i:! % cup chopped walnuts (or 
/.police kay Dennis Munro of 
Terrace io~t~Onirol fhis 1965 
Chevrolet.• while'atte,mpting to 
meke` aleft •hand turn on the old 
Lakelse:Lake Road.- 
i Afle~meefing hnothervehicle 
on the) road Munro rbport~ly 
manuevered :ibis' 'vehicle too 
Cldse to the roa~ide and caused 
a sk idd ing / , , . " . , : .  " " ' 
~ The  Ca~ fli~n :i~t Controi and 
with ',~ L. three, struck .:overnlght .'FHday and :-.-.j ere~vs arrived the house' 
:~ i resldent Moray. Rowland...+~vithout a' roof.. : ~e/entlresky a l~ove~:Tei 
e, once sitting on_a wooded lot on John's Road, '~ som,e'hou~eq. __ sui ~ettnde~. 
/ Street, was leve!~ed~by flames,:..Theflre's.: : RCMParestllli~¢estigat 
i Just °'u.tslde :the t0~n'n f~re delmr,(ment~OnfllS: (/ ' .r',~e jUiiie' ' ' ' ~Lili'~:!~j':~];'i i' 
F.or~try ere~s w.ere sMmmonTe& By tiC,time.. ~: ............. * ..... " 
other nut of your choice) 
'/= cup sesame seeds 
low heat combine:L 
% cup pure oil, (cold processed 
soybean and not hydrogenated) 
2-3 cup pure honey 
'/4 cup raw sugar (optional) 
heat, stirring occasionally 
until honey foams. 
Arthritis 
Month 
As Minister of Health 
Services and Hospital 
Insurance in British Columbia, 
I declare September 1971 as 
Arthritis Month. 
This month focuses, upon the 
work of the Canadian Arthritis 
and Rheumatism Society. 
Arthritis is many• diseases, 
some mild, some devastating. 
It occurs at all ages, from 
inianee on and One iii every fi~/e~ 
famil ies, is affected. The 
Society is the •only voluntary 
public health agency to provide ~' 
a completerprogram ~ of petient . 
remove from heat and add 1 
teaspoon pure vanilla extract 
~nd pour over dry mixture and 
mix. Mixture will be very dry.' 
s t i r  until you feel ~that .=. 
eVery'thing is eoatcd,-tiieh" ......... 
spread out on cookie sheets 
(with sides) about '2 inch thick 
and toast in a 350 oven for about 
7 minutes, remove from oven 
and stir well then toast another 
5 to 7 minutes till light golden 
brown. The first time you make 
this cereal check it often, being 
careful not to let it burn. You'll 
have several cookie sheets full 
and.depending upon the size of 
your family it will last quite 
some time. 
Thanks 
for your 
help{ 
"Your help was  greatly 
appreciated and many of these 
activities could not have 
occurred without your help. 
Thank you." 
The Terrace Recreation 
Commission would like to thank 
all people who generously gave 
time in helping with summer 
playground programs. 
The cbmmisston.thanks 'those 
people helping in regard to 
hikes, overnight camps, 
building tours, fishing trips, 
arts and cr.afts as well as those 
people whohelped out at the 
Hart Farm's.evening program. 
Special thanRs Came from 
Terrace Assistant Recreation 
Direct0r.Elaine Parment~r and 
Youth .Werke.r.Les ClaytOn. 
Library 
treatment services and-in 1970 
treatedapproXimatel~,.6,000" improve  " 
patients, 3000 of whomwere ~ S ':i 
new victims. : =, . " L ' m r' 
The Society looks for the Things, have improved at 
cause of arthritis, through its Terrace'S Centennial Library, 
program of. reseureh. The. reports head.librarian Mien 
research unit is:operated 'in Van Heek. 
cooperation with the University "ThA ~'~i.r~'.,, lih,.,~,, ao 
f Bntmh Columbm,. where fortunat,, in .nmu' hnv{.a hu,, 
investigators a re  in constant ~ h;ain~le'om'm~i"~,li'"~ri"°am'",'~ 
communication with :arthritis', Mrs'~,Va n Heek said ithls~we~ , i 
resea.r.ch programs i n .other j He.a~' comm'entsl ~came after/: '  
~ntn.es...//i ~i./~.i..% ,::.C.~ i I Tbrrace's:Ma~garet B'artlett 
u ~ y a~'.:.c.oncelveo ny  ~ nl, ogz~amccurses ;":C.,J.I " :i 
volunteers. It g~eW' he~e.  "'r~'~ mwl  ,,',~,'.,,=m-; ,,; .'~,,'.." . 
thousands ,ff British Columbln~..L ,, t.;...,.~ ..... ~.... ....... ,., ..,. ~.'L "~''.'.'' " . .... 
Light from the flames lit 
;nch area. Dry timbers 
assistanee~of the 
Govemmentiof t: 
British Colublm 
Mrs. Van 1 
, ,  ' : . .• .• '• '• ' '  . ' , ' ; :  • 
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AMCHITKA NUCLEAR TEST ' ' "  
' ' , , " , , ' 16-year-old 
ing the can do' obout it d The Green Peace Mission noth Americans " :ho l  sleocl ;: 
• i " " "  .... ' * : n y mlng I ' '  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Its objoctive is te have the of the United States. • ,A Wave Committee r that came nlng/' says l~lr, Stowe,i"hut I. Meanwhile, as prelmratimm dan'S'want iV' s ta tement  to  .. : . WHITSTABLE, E~ Mni Nobody who' plans to be 
aboard the Greenpenee knows 
what will happen this October 
when the Americans detonate 
a nuclear bomb a mile deep in 
an earthquake.prone Alaska 
island. 
The bomb, with the power of 
five million tons of TNT, is 250 
times more powerful than the 
atomic bomb dropped on 
Hiroshima near the end of the 
Second World War. It is the 
biggest underground ex- 
plosion ever considered by the 
United States. 
The Americans who plan to 
detonate the bomb will be 23 
miles away at a remote 
control centre on' the western 
end of the island. The 
Greenpeace, an 80-foot 
Canadian halibut boat 
chartered by the Vancouver- 
based Don't Make A Wave 
Committee, plans to be 20 
miles closer. 
"The Greenpeace plans to 
cruise just beyond the three- 
mile territorial imit," says 
committee co-founder Irving 
Stowe. "It will be a Canadian 
beat in international waters, 
and there is nothing the 
Americans can do about it." 
ABANDON PROJECT 
The Americans could call 
off the blast -- and that is what 
the Don't Make a Wave 
Committee is about. 
U.S. Atomic Energy Com- 
mission abandon Cannikin, 
project name for the un- 
dergronnd test on the Aleutian 
Island of Amchitka. 
"We don't say there will be 
an earthquake," says lawyer. 
turned-ecologist Irving Stowe, 
"and we don't say, there will 
be a tidal wave. 
"We don't even say there 
will be a leak of lethal 
radiation. 
"But surely it is insane to 
set off such an explosion when 
the possibility of earthquake, 
tidal wave or radiation leak 
exists, no matter how 
remotely." 
The AIC expects the blast 
will create a huge sub- 
terranean cavern in the 
Amchitka bedrock; then the 
bedrock, melted by the intense 
heat will harden again and 
seal off the cavern and the 
radiation will be conatined in 
an underground vault made 
by the bomb itself. 
VITAL TO DEFENCE 
It officially describes the 
risks as minimal. It bases this 
on extensive underground 
nuclear tests in Nevada nd on 
relatively small tests in 1965 
and 1969 on Amchitka. The 
AEC says further, without 
elaboration, that project 
Cannikin is vital to the defence 
New in 
Terrace 
at 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
(next o the Lakelse Hotel) 
another office for 
Borrow with confidence... 
look for the HFC sign of 
prompt, courteous, 
trustworthy money• service 
BORROW UP TO $5000 
We think you will like doingbusiness with the 
newest office of HFC--Household Finance. 
You arrange your loan in bright, cheerful 
surroundings..The HFC manager will give 
you the most helpful service possible. He's a 
specialist in making instalment loans, and he 
will handle your account with consideration 
and understanding ot only when you make 
a loan, but all along the line. In fact, HFC 
serves more than ½ million Canadianslike 
you every year--and two out of three new 
customer's come to Household on th~ recom- 
mendation of friends. Visit HFC's new office 
today or phone if more convenient. 
Apply for your loan by phone, 
we' l l  supp ly  your  loan• by mai l .  
AMOUNT MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS i 
OF U I 4a I U f 3o., zo I ta 
LOAN months months months Imonthslmontho m nt/~ • 1 " 
,-/oT [U,, ~:7.~. $ .-ZT,.I$2Z-, ~
10S .... . . .  ..... I ...... [ ..... ] 18.3512&3~ 
sso  . . ;  . . . . . . . .  I ....... 123.73132,86151.2~ . . 
', looo . . . . . . . . . . . .  f . . . . . .  141.45 581 1915 
.oo  ' I I 60471 , I " 
ZS00 . I  77.16[ 94.48["~ '1 . . . . .  1 '7 ' :  
30ao, [ 92591113,38[ . . . .  [ . . . . .  [ '  :" 
4aan i 107 53 [,123.46 [151,17 [ i .... [ ..... [ ..... 
suuu, 134.41 1154,32/188.96 |.iii~ [ i i i ! i /~'~ 
Jim Bohlen, a 45-year-old 
engineer who designed rocket 
motors for American uclear 
missiles before coming to 
Canada as a landed im- 
migrant in 1967, says he is not 
convinced the AEC knows 
what it is talking about.-' 
"How can it be?" he asks. 
"The AEC conducted 230 
~mderground uclear tests in 
Nevada and there was a 
radiation leak from 67 of 
them, including one last 
December that sent radiation 
across the Canadian border. 
Now they've stopped testing 
altogether in Nevada because 
of the danger to buildings in 
Las Vegas, 1O0 miles from the 
testing rounds. 
"Everyone of those leaks, of 
course, was an accident. 
"The one-megaton blast on 
Amchitka in 1969 registered 
6.7 on the Richter earthquake 
scale, and was ,followed by at 
least four after-tremors of" 
lesser intensity in subsequent 
months. 
"The hole for Cannikin is 
only three miles from the one 
dug for Milrow, the 1969 blast, 
and the radiation from Milrow 
is still trapped there under 
pressure, waiting for a fissure 
to develop through which it 
can escape. Cannikin could 
provide that fissure." 
BOMB IS WARHEAD 
"The only thing I am con- 
¢inced of," says Mr. Bohlen, 
"is that the dangers inherent 
in Cannikin far outweight any 
theoretical advantages in 
weapons design that it might 
give the United States. 
"And after all, the bomb 
they plan to test is the 
warhead for a Spartan anti- 
bal l ist ic misslie; about all 
they can prove by exploding it
6,000 feet underground is that 
it will go off." 
Jim Bohlen says he will 
become a Canadian citizen 
next year. Both he and his wife 
Marie plan to be aboard the 
Greenpeace. 
Also expected to be aboard 
the Greenpeaee is Vancouver 
lawyer Paul Cote, 30, a 
member of the Camidian 
Olympic Games sailing team 
.into being following the 
Milrow test in 1969. 
Bohlen, Cote and Pat Moore, 
a directOr of the En- 
.vironmental Council of British 
Columbia, all spoke against 
Cannikin at hearings held 
earlier this year in Alaska by 
the AEC. 
PROTESTS TOO LATE 
On the day of the one- 
megaton Milrow test at 
Amchitka, on Oct. 2, 1969, a 
protest originated at the 
University of British 
Columbia only days before the, 
blast culminated with sit- 
down protests at border points 
across Condo. 
"We were t® late that time 
to do much except make our 
objections known," says Ir- 
ving Stowe, "but out of it came 
the Don't Make A Wave 
Committee. 
"~e are opposed to all 
forms of nuclear testing, as is 
the Canadian government, 
regardless of who does it or 
where they do it. But with 
Cannikin, because of the 
location, we felt we might do 
something more than, just 
write letters of protest." 
Taking inspiration from the 
Golden Rule, a Quaker protest 
ship the Americans towed 
away from Bikini atol in 
advance of a nuclear test in 
1959, the committee launched 
the Greenpeace p lan ' -  
conceived as a last.ditch stop- 
the-bomb effort if all other 
methods failed. 
A suitable boat was found, 
and Vancouver owner-skipper 
John Co,mack agreed to a 
$12,000 charter fee for a 
voyage that may last about six 
weeks. A benefit concert in 
Vancouver produced the 
money, with a few thousand 
dollars to spare. 
Tentative sailing date is 
Sept. 10, so that the Greeti. 
peace will be in the Amchitka 
area when the AEC gives its 
expected 48-hour notice of the 
test and warns shipping to 
stay at least 300-miles away. 
MOST SCIENTISTS 
"They can issue the war-. 
and a co-founder with Stowe 
and Bohlen of the Don't Make 
can't see what else they can do 
legally. If they attempt to tow 
the Greenpeace away, it 
would amount to interference 
with a •foreign vessel on .the 
high seas - -and  that's 
piracy." 
Apart from Skipper Cor- 
mack and a two-man crew, 
most of the dozen or so 
Greenpesce passengers will 
be scientists. They plan to 
bring back water, air and rock 
samples to be assessed by Dr. 
Leonard Waker of Vancouver, 
a former adviser to the atomic 
energy commission ofSweden 
and a speeislist in radio- 
chemistry and radio- 
medicine. A few news writers 
also plan to make ~e trip. 
Paul Cote says a landing on 
Amchitka by a small boat to 
collect scientific data is "a 
real consideration, especially 
since the Amerieam have 
refused to make public any of 
the ecological findings from 
the previous testa." 
for the Greenpesce voyage go 
~eed, the committee r mains 
hopeful that the "voyage will 
not be necessary -- that 
~reefdent Nixon will veto the 
test in the face of mounting 
citizen Opposition in the 
United States and Canada, 
which hacks up official protest 
• notes from the governments of 
Canada, Japan and the Soviet 
Union. 
VARIED SUPPORT 
The 50-member committee, 
which has the support of such 
varied organizations as the 
B.C. Conference of the United 
Church of Canada, the Van. 
.couver Labor Council, the 
• Student Society of UBC and 
the Voice of Women, as well as 
of numerous ecological ~and 
environmental groups, has 
called.upon the people of 
Canada to write letters to 
Pr ime Minister Trudeau, 
urging that he back up 
Canada's protest note on 
Cannikin with a personal "We 
Tile/ast spi=e 
September llth is the date set for publication of the block- 
buster book of the Fall publishing season, Pierre Berton's new 
volume, THE LAST SPIKE. 
McCleiland & Stewart has orde~:ed a first printing of 65,000 
copies. That is a huge first printing for a hardcover book which 
runs to almost 500 pages and costs the reader a mauve bill (ten 
• dollars). It reveals a vast amount of confidence in the book on 
the part of publisher Jack McClelland. 
But why not? THE LAST SPIKE is the action-jammed story 
of the construction f the Canadian Pacific Railway in the five 
years from 1881 to 1885. 
It has already been chosen as a Fall selection of The Book- 
of-the-Month Club and it follows hot on the heels of the success of 
the earlier volume f the CPR story, THE NATIONAL DREAM. 
Canadians have forked over three-quarters of a million dollars 
to read about the inspiration and intrigues, the trail 
blazing preparations and political shennanigans behind the 
birth of the CPR. After 44 weeks THE NATIONAL~DREAM still 
tops the bestseller list for non-fiction across Canada. 
THE LAST SPIKE is not only the second of a {wo-volume 
saga Berton has written of the steel right of way which welded 
Canada into a nation, it is a book in itself, eminently readable 
without recourse to the earlier book. THE NATIONAL DREAM, 
by the way', is going into its Sixth printing. And shows no sigh of 
losing its head of steam. 
THE LAST SPIKE will be offered as a separate volume and 
also in a boxed set with THE NATIONAL DREAM for readers 
who have been waiting to read beth volumes together. 
President Nexon. i . (Reuherr) "3erzv  RasZ~ 
In the U S, a collection of - - ,  -,~%, .. - . ;  - - ' '- . . . .  ~,eur..olGl"OllSn cnempion, 
enwronmantal ann outer the lead whe~ the world ¢ 
groups has filed suit in flkleral ..aeht,=: . . . . . .  ,. • ,. y mg cnampmns,ups district court in Washington, t • " r , .  ,, ,.,_.,.. ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ered ,hew ~wd day here Iz 
• -.,,. ~, u,~.  -l~ ~umcmtr, a I- "'-= ~ ' " • 
• . . xuesoays two ra .best, imrtly on the grounas Rasins~{:' - . . . . . .  ;~" 
- - . ,  ~al l i l lg .  MI J  
that i t  may violate the in- finislied firsthndthii, d to  
ternational test ban treaty of over:the over-all lead. 1 
1963, under which a country is 
not suppoeed to allow• 
radioactive material to drift to 
other Countries. 
And the U.S. Senate has 
thrown Cannikin squarely into 
President Nixon's lap. 
Britain's :Peter Marchant. 
Leonard " i Lee -Whi te  
Rothesay, N.B., finlshe 
and' 12th ]n Tues~y's third 
fourth races, while & 
Coppernaes of Bedford,:] 
was !T th  and 18th. 
Dine Oot l  
,:•I 
7 '  
Fast  take  out  Exot i c  mea ls  
• . Canad ian  & Ch inese  Foods  ~ 
Open Mon.  thru Sat. lOam. to I am.  
! SundaY 11 am.  to 10 pm. 
x r 
2 Lazel le 635-6111 
Credit party from power in the 
Aug. 30 Aberta election. 
When nominations closed at 
2 p.m., the Conservatives 
were the only party to keep 
pace with Social Credit by 
fielding candidates in all 75 
constituencies. 
The New Democratic Party 
managed to get 70 into the 
race, and the Liberals 20. 
Three independents brought 
the candidates' total to a 
record 243. 
The previons high was 241 in 
1935, the year Social. Credit 
first came to power. There 
were 235 in the last election, 
May 23, 1967, when Social 
Credit was returned to office 
for the ninth straight ime. 
Redistribution since the 
last election created 13 new 
constituencies and eliminated 
three, increasing membership 
in the legislature to75 from 65. 
It is only the third time a 
single opposition party has 
challenged Social Credit in all 
ridings in the province. The 
Co-operative Commonwealth 
Federation did it in 1944 when 
Social Credit won 52 of the 60 
seats, and the NDP in 1967, 
when Social 'Credit ook 55 of 
65. ,. . 
ORIGINALS MISSING 
For the first time, none of 
the original ~ Social Credit 
MLAs of 1935 is seeking re- 
"election. William Tomyn, who ' 
represented' Edmonton 
Norwood, and former cabinet "
minister A.J. Hooke of Rocky • .i 
Mountain House have re t i red . .  
• Thqdean of the Social Credit 
corps now" is Highways 
Minister Gordon Taylor, 61~ : .;:~i 
.who. has won eight elections ,'~ 
stnce :1940. A candidate', in:/." ~: 
Drumheiler, Mr. Taylor is onf f "  
ro r ies  se t  . . . .  
for A l to  ' " i 
oust ing  . ' - 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Peter 
Lougheed's Progressive ~ ili~!iiiiii!!ili; l; ! 
Conservatives made it clear ~ i ~  
Monday they are serious in 
their bid to oust the Social f /~  
r j - ~  
At~ve plymenls Influde prlndpal and in~test and ate ba~d I 
on otompt teP,1¥m~nt but do not includ,. Ihe end Of life In,u/ante. ' " 
I • • of 36 SociaiCredit candidates ,. 
F NA ~ " seckingr6~eleeti0n• ' ' '  ':'':':'*1 HOUSEHOLD I NCE "•In'helg~Te|ection'$°cia'/:""i 
Credit.won':55 seats, the".':.l 
' ' ~ 0 / C o ,  eo .d~~ con~eryfitives six, I '  the" " l  
Liberahs. three, and one went ,  / 
4608 Lokelso Avenue ..... :': : to  an ]ndependent~"..,": ~i::::.:..~" 
I Social - . . - ' (next o the Lakelse'Xofel) .. • ' , ._ It.Will be. strietiy 9 . . .  . 
• • ' ": .." . ' . • . :: ; . . .  .~..~. ' "~ . . .  . LTeoit-uonservauve light:in I- 
. . . . .  ' . . . .  " ' .  ~: '~ . . . . . .  : :.: ..' ~.. : .  we,ridings --  Bow Valley, ;..~:l 
' E' L ' ' '' ' To lephone.635:720T. ,  ..,:,..:i;..:....:; Cardston, Innisfail, Stettle~: !J 
• ::/:: ,. ". ,, " '. !:: .*; :' ! ~ ':: :.~! " :i!," ' i.);:' :i: !.i.;;~. .,i;::::;,':) ,:and Taber-Warner, :.~ ',,.'..~ .:::". .~;"~1 
"~H0UtS:~ ~ r' s '~ : Ip:: : ; I' s ~ J "L s ~ q' r "*:  s': " ~ "~ : '~'::':~;:s~ ~. : s : :*: qs:r'ml's ' :L~: :' :'~ :" s:/'' q.b :': ~; :':: s' 'J.-There' will:/be :a ':.fotlr-'wa]~::.':~ I 
~0,  t~,lhuis.,'9~3O o.m. to $;30 gm.-'Fd., 9.30 C.ro'.lo 6;30 p.m;-~, closed' contest .in :21; constitfien¢ies.; ' / 
....... ~.:. ; : , . . . .  ,: L,........ * . . .  " "  " """ '~ . . . . . . . .  and a three.way*.batfle~ 48. ! . . . .  
• @ 
e 
B.C .  F ru i t  - -  the best part of summer!  . . . . . . .  
. . - • . . 
• . ' ~ • .~r r ~ . ,  -. ~?  r , ?  )~,~ : F IU  J gr()N 1, ] LA(, I IFN . BARTLEr  ] I )EARS !PRUNE pI I MS ! , 
f ru i t  p ight !  ....... " The!B .C .  • . reserv ing  . season  is now at its he * r , ' . . .~.L 
Your  •best  and  most  economica l  f ru i t  p reserves  th i s  . 
winter wi l l  be theB.C.  Fruit you liome-preserve now. 
B.C. *Freestone Peaches, Bartlett Pears and Prune Plums are all at 
theirbestright now and specially priced by the box.. !/, 
T~-ey'~esweet, r plump andfull of juice i_-ready to bemade ihto ':i".:":  i. i i, '''I 
.,.,whOlesome, delicious jams and preserves that will rnean economy,:.'/!. J: 
,~!im~al,time variety.nO Sunshine flav0ur for your'family•all throUgh :: :~., 
i:~:::i/~iih;ihe •last hree Okanagan preserving fruits all available .at oncdi,  =:: 
:ili~i!~'s:the time. to:complete y0Ur preservingprogram• . i  " 
"2 . . . . . .  k bE sure toenj0y plenty'of:fresh : 
rocks, and in yofir fav6~ritedesserts[ ; 
:ii reserve""' 
- -~ . .  
Colo,r/, l ,  l S ' pa.qe . ~ i
booklet, on home ~reserviplg'  and , '  " 
bopJe  f reez ing  orB .C ,  t ree  f ru i t s  i ~ 
• Send 25¢  in coin.  'with your  name : 
apd  address ,  to: B.C.: T ree  Fruits"/~ 
Ltd.'. Dept' .  'W '~Ke lowna.  'g C: &" : 
• . i • : ,  
, ' ~ ' ~ l ~ ' ,  • • :  " (~ .,L 
.2"  '~  " 
i' i i :  :•" 
;b '  
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is a bum = " " ';.;i;~,,~!~h~ ff~:. 
^. .  . . . . . . . .  ,_ 
" " MOSCOW (AP) --  In officl~'l ..~,~,~ ~" 
Soviet eyes, the Western hippie ~.y~.:~:: 
is a promoter .o fpeace and ' . :;:-;: . . . . . . .  
intern~itiona] friendship. • ' 
But the Soviet hippie is a bum. - " ',!i:.i~i~ -. , 
Soviet elevision screens have CAL(]AKY. (CP) - -  Before a lmman being;After this I felt "I was studyingdrngs:at the students:in' pub: -i~oolgon a. 
shown American poli(~emen " Ken Low Joined the Calgary if I 'cut my hair and put on a time and found the whole- compul~ry'basis.-;..,#/-..... 
brandishing nightsticks ' in public school board last fall as uniform of the middle-class . phenomenon of -drugs. in- Often hegets'caiisdu'ougheut 
breaking up anti-Vietnam war drug education co-ordinator, he " working penple, I wasin a sense teresting. I was collecting data the night from people who are:  
demonstrations by  long-haired was called at limes a "hippie" going to be fortified in their on "drugs and decided the only having drug problems. "I  h&ir 
demonstrators. . • .  and a "drug'addict." " stereotypes." way ~o learn .about them was and see more kids that. are 
The. KGB, or secret police,,. While withthe Calgary Drug ' FAMILY MAN " • through experience." messed up because of their 
don't like Russian hippies even - Information centre, he  had . Tl~e 29-year.old rug expert Hehelped start the Calgary parents." 
when they want to protest the -'heateddisoussienswith officials could be called a rebel, but he's, Drug Informati0a Centre. He also doesn't believe that 
i m p e r i a I i s t . Am e r i c"a n who, he said, didn't understand a family man, with a wife and MIXED.UP PEOPLE - .. drug use is a legal problem. 
aggression i  Vietnam.'.' his method of dealing with the two children, who holds great "Thecentrewassetuptodesl "It's an individual, medical 
The story is told of :a Moscow : drug problem, respect for his father who died with two major areas - -  public and social problem. By making 
But the situation has changed "in 1962. 'hippie leader named Solnyshko, since the son of the late Solon Solon Low, once Alherta's and izidividual education and itthejobofpo]iceto]ockafterit 
or Little Sun. Crisis assistance. It could keep we lmve performed the typical 
"He thought up the ide~ of Low-- one of the originals of the education minister and a itse]f going just on mtddle-aged copout -of our society, of 
joining with our hippie •.friends Social Cedit movement - -  took juvenile and family court judge housewives. ~. there's an awful, sweeping all of the difficult and 
in th'eWest,"an i formant said. the $1,000-a-monthpesitinn. at Lethbridge and Medicine lot of very mixed.up lonely thorny problems over to the 
There are a few skeptics who Hat, was national leader of the people out there . .  / '  • hands of the police." 
"Solnyshko told his friends even now may assess him on the SocialCreditPartyfor16yenrs. He doesn't make any LEGAL DRUGS 
that the local trade union basis of his shoulder.length "My father was a man who distinction among alcohol and As vice-chairman of the 
council had given the okay for  blonde hair and a green fought very hard for his prin- tobacco and such drugs as LSD, Alberta commission on alcohol 
the demonstration, maybe to motorcycle he Hdes to work. ciples. He wasn't about to he marijuana or hashish, and drug abuse, he says it's aa 
persuade those of  his friends "Two years ago things were backed into a corner by "Just because some drugs ."academic question" whether 
who werelessinclined to invoke different," he said in an in. anyhedy~" happen to be legal and people, certain drugs should become 
the'anger of the police, terview. "After speaking at His son, who left a strict think it's 0K to use them doesn't legal. 
"An w lectures to parents, adults and Mormon upbringing, started make them a special drug . . . . .  "The threat of prose~:ution 
y ay, on June 1, about doctors the typical reaction I drug research while studying People use all of these drugs in and detection is so low and the. 
150 Moscow hippies gathered received was: 'I didn't know ~ychology at.the University'of much the same way." number of users so high that 
near Red Square. Their plan hippies c0uld make any sense...' Calgary's graduate school. As a drug education co- drugs might just as well be 
was to march up Gertzen Street "It was really kind of a blow During four years of research, ordinator, he administers in- legal." and down the Ring to the 
to their stereotype to have hesaidhe tded just about every, formation programs that are There were no easy answers 
Americanembassy. somebody come in and talk like kind of drug. provided to ' teachers and to solving the drug problem. 
i 
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USE OUR HANDY DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW 
SHIRTS IN BY 10 OUT BY 4 
OPEN B:30 TO 6 p.m. 
635-5  i 19 3227 Emerson . Opposite Post Office 
, ; '  L 
SULTRY 
20% Off 
~nug for beach or after-bath is this identified by the FASHION/CANADA OHILDRENS 
moded terry robe from J.FI. Bardwe)l tag --  your shopping guide to ex- OOATS AND JAOKETS ~imi ted  o f  ToronLo .  F ,~SHION/ - -ee l len(~e o f "  Canad ian .  fash ion  des ign  . • ;: -.,.~'. ::. ,~. ;~. : :~ " . . . . . .  " ' 
:ANADA se lec t ions  '.fo~. : ,19:71.  " a re  ~ ~: a i i f f~vork i~nsh ip~ ' ' - . . . . . .  , : . . . . . . . . .  . , . . . .~ '~!  ~..~..-~ ii,i~i : i, 
• " : ro fessaona l , .  . . . . .  ' ,: 
" ' l i b  . . . . . . .  . . . .  Bulk  ¢ leon lnB;  OO t roub le  w th wom .... .... 
' a false cultural concept  r 
L .~ '  MONTRI~'AL (CP) -  A consciously that man is "They ,mply that is ail a '--'--°"~)"~~~m~)~"~m"°'~'°'~m'°'~m'°"m~m'°~'~'~"~~)'~"°'~J)~¢'~ Sp  ~ 
Montrealpsyehiatristsaysthat superi0r. ShewantStobe'likea womanis. I t i snott rue,  that's . i ~r First. Week  L Of TheMonth  ec ia l  :: : : :  '~ : 
~he trouble with the women'z man because if she is all her their interpretation," he said " 
!iberation movement is that is '!weak" problems will be "A woman is a sex object, a e i . • i " A ~ d 
~)ropenents are more interested .solved.' " mother, an organizer, a : :! :: ':: :i:: :.:) : : :I: ' SPE0 iAL  = n l r l S   llll.UU. ili n liberation of their manhood . "It is her way of trying to provider, a nurse ' to her ' " " 
ustead of their womanhood, solve her ~'ery strong and husband, to her "family, to " ' 
Dr. Nathan Wisebord,' a terrifying dependency needs," ~,-im,, 
)sychiatr~st at the Jewish hesaid. ";()~'c0urse i f 'a lFa woman : :'" :i':*'i~ : i" ' :  i' . : : ' : i ' ,  " : AUGUST30,1971.TO.SEPTEMBI:R4,1971 = 
~eneral Hospital, elaborated on "There's a tacit agreement does is lie there then' I.would be m'°~'~,~'~ . ) ~ ' ~ m ~ ~  . ) '~) ,~B,~mDO~O~B,  O lO~.O4mDG,~ " _ - ) 4 ~ . o ~ ) J  
)is theory, saying: that the man is superior, and against it too," he said. 
"We've all been living with 
he false cultural concept . . .  
hat man .is powerful, in- 
lependent, aggressive. 
"The women's lib. militants 
~y: 'In order for me to be more 
ndependent ,  asser t ive ,  
~ggressive, I have to assume all 
hose characteristics of the 
~nale.' 
"You .know, .what they are 
talking ,about is :not the 
liberation of their womanhood 
~ut the ~.liberation .of their 
rnanhood;" he said in an in- 
:erview. 
Dr. Wisebord, a one-time 
:eacher at the University of 
.VIontreal, said that in his mind 
l~e sexes were equal - -  "equal 
n the sense that we need each 
)ther." 
' ed: Thereis this' But he add " 
val', ithis competition. 
"The militant)not only feels 
she has got to be like a man, but  
she has to be a better man. . .v .  
1'he Way it's goifig, there.may 
be a 'switch in roles.: , ;: :. • " 
"The man will stay home and 
Lake •care of the. kids because. 
~he militant woman nGw is, 
saying:. 'I!ll be the. man land: 
you'll be the Woman'. .• ' . • . .... 
. "And in 5o years from now the' 
men iwill revolt." , ' .  , • . 
BELIEVES MAN SUPERIOR 'L' ~: 
Dr~ Wlsebord 'sald the :: 
mill~nt woman be!iev~ un- 
WRi~S ~SSUED ' 
NORTH VANCOUVER 
(CP):- Distr ict '  council' has ' .  
:its agajmt,squatters ' 
Dollar[on Highway 
issued wr
on .the 
mudflata in an eviction attempt• 
Mayor, Rcn .Andrews 'said the 
land', has.been s la tedfor  a .  
shopping ..centre, marina and 
bird~anctuary. . , .,, :,. 
: LIMIT~MAY GO:~.  .i •'' ): 
COQUITLAM' --.~, IITL  ~. (~P) .  
Municipal council hds approved 
the first of three readings 0f.a/! 
byLaW which would 'ellmhmte... 
that's the problem because the . "But she is much more than 
man isn't. (hat. " ' " " : ' ' " " ' ' 
11,4  
The doctor criticized g)  :: :) . ~ o~B~)~m~)~m,~)~)~)  :: o o~)~i ,o ,~m~)~ "She can be sexy plus all ~ 
militants who berate their those other things• Nobody is , " 
fellow women for being sex onething. Weareamixtureofa i ..... ~ ~ !  
objects, thousand things," he said. 
:He I .o,o  
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Our Opinion 
Terroce will hove  on oreno  
The Terrace  Arena Campaign is 
going ahead full swing, and are gaining 
on the large objective that they have 
set out for. 
The Terrace Kiwanis Club pulled in 
about $5,000 at the air show, all o f  
which will go to the arena fund, 
And the Assoc iat ion i tsel f  has  
several  things going on now to help 
raise the much-needed funds. For  
instance, they are holding a raffle on 
the i r  Pan-a -bode  headquar ters  on 
Lakelse Avenue. 
The tickets are going for a dollar 
apiece, and the winner will receive, 
de l ivered  anywhere  in B.C., the 
prefabricated building...complete with 
the wall to wall carpeting. 
Two C.P. Air tickets are being 
raffled, too. These tickets are for a 
trip to and from Honolulu, and the 
draw will be later this year. Tickets 
are selling for $10 each to a max imum 
of 10 tickets. 
C.P.A.  donated four  t ickets  to 
Honolulu to the arena association to 
use in their drive for funds, but a use 
for the other two has not yet been 
decided upon. 
The people a t  the Arena 
headquarters have offered to take all 
those bothersome bottles off your 
hands, so if you have a lot of the 
potential itter, phone them and make 
arrangements  to have them taken 
away. 
The biggest thing in t~e air right 
now, as far as the drive for funds is 
concerned  is the g iant  auct ion,  
scheduled to take place October 8, 9 
and possibly the 10th as well. 
"The auction will be for new and used 
goods, donated .by Terrace business 
and the public at large. All proceeds 
from this auction will go to the arena. 
Phone the arena H.Q. at 635-6277 and 
they will make arrangments  o pick up 
the goods once /~ week. They would 
appreciate all goods to be painted and 
put into good condition, with the value 
of the item marked.  
I t 's  a good chance to clean up your 
attics and basements,  get rid of all 
those unused articles, and support the 
arena at the same time. 
Doing the auctioning proper will be 
Lar ry  Kaplam, Ray Skoglund and 
Lionel Sears, and the event is expected 
to be a big success and a lot of fun. 
Work on the arena site is progressing 
along at a good rate, too.. Last week, 
they started to pour cement for the 
foundations to the building. Terraee's  
arena dream is start ing to become a 
concrete reality. There is no more 
doubt about it. Ter race  will have an 
arena. 
They have problems, too -  
From Prince Rupert Daily News 
The. new Prince Rupert  Civic 
centre has certainly had its share of 
misgivings, problems, and trials of 
being " inadequate".  Even recently we 
all had hopes of a September first 
opening. That too has ended in 
disillusionment. 
The grand door opening is now 
GUESSED at September 20. Other 
reports have indicated a projected 
opening of October 1st. 
Yes, the problems have been there. 
But nonetheless we are receiving a new 
building . . . that alone makes the 
project worthwhile. 
Dealing on the question of wor th . .  
wh-it The Recreation Commission along 
City Hall will soon introduce rate 
structures. It has been learned that the 
new centre will be operated on "come 
as you may basis" with no mem-  
bership plans projected for the future. 
One could enter into arguments 
over such a plan but instead let us 
consider "done what's  done" and enter 
another phase of the problem, if it may 
be called as such. 
In a short span of time, a drawn-up 
list of rate structures will come into 
effect. It simply means the rent clubs 
and organizations have to pay for 
usage of the building. The new 
auditorium, as one example,  has been 
rumored to receive a price fixture of 
$200 a night. 
Perhaps the main benefit of such a 
pr ice IS the c lean ing power.  
Cleanliness will remain as the building 
enjoys no usage. At such a price 
anyway. 
A spokesman from one of .the 
theatre groups explained, "We could 
never afford it. We wouldn't barely 
make that much in a night. We would 
have to use one of the gymnasiums 
again." 
Pity. There is trust and hope that 
the city fathers will consider their 
price scheming. They may see profit 
but the community  will not. 
The same is, of course, true for 
var ious  segregated  par ts  of . the  
complex. Everyone must  be con- 
sidered in this matter.  
It would be a greaty pity to see a 
brand new building, ready to go, and 
nearly always empty. 
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I ~ •While the lhmh awa/'bounoillors will plal :;firereport : 
j ~ ~ , m ~  eonsidei'ably in the, past fi 
i i ,  eepeclally 'costly with 
. For i ; " ' " "  " -- Y days, the" week has be, 
estimated ,expenditure 
. . . . . .  :' $2,148,/I00:. This bl'ings t~ 
, ' ' : Sam. • ~od las t  year. 
4L_, 
l 
I j 
I 
BILL SMILEY 
~ I  vote Get Well Cards 
~ _~ in the'province last week but tl 
~ " ~ rate fell off markedly to only 
-,..;~ ~.  yesterday',as hazards drOl~l~ 
in the northern "i'egions. 
• ~ However; many of the 317 fir~ 
A '1"; ~ [ "  still burning are relatively b
- ' ' and mopping them up wLll be 
{~ J] i~ / , )  ~ | . long and costly procedure. 
: The ..estimated area burn( 
:. this year is now 84O,OOO acr, 
1 ~ and already' well in excess of tl 
I Vote 
For 
Mayor 
m 
The. estimated area burne~ 
this year is now 840,000' acrei 
and already well in excess of th~ 
annual average of 265,000 acres 
Phillips, Chief Protectior 
Officer for the Forest Service 
explained that there have beer~ 
a number of big fires in remot~ 
areas which have not beec 
• fought because of the high cost 
of  taking full suppression 
trouble with drivers... 
Well, it looks as though any 
more traveling I do before 
summer bids us farewell will be 
on foot. Kim passed her driving 
test today. 
It was a pretty tense morning 
for both of us. She was afraid 
she might fail'her test. I was 
afraid she might pass it. 
Just to complicate matters, 
she turned up for her test at 9:30 
am. only to discover that she 
was slated for 3:30 pro. She 
claims it was their mistake, but 
knowing my daughter I have a 
good idea who made the error• 
However, the chaps giving 
the tests managed to work her 
in at 10 am., when someone lse 
failed to show up. So that meant 
I had time for'only about ten 
cigarettes as I waited, 
pretending toread the morning 
papers. 
But it gave me a chance to 
look at the people preparing for 
their tests. Quite a cross 
section. They ranged from a Unfazed, they just grinned. 
skinny 16-year-old boy who Peter retorted, "Yeah, we 
wanted adriver's license for his shauldn'ta gmlna sleep in all 
them there English classes". 
They are pleasant lads," but Fine physical specimens both, 
while neither is dumber than an they'll probably make excellent 
ox, neither is smarter, but dangerous' drivers. 
Their procedure was typical• 
They filled out the application 
cards wrong, and had to do 
them over again. When Mike 
was asked by the officer whe .he 
lived, he jerked his thumb at 
Peter and said, "Two houses 
I'm not implying that the 
driving tests are easy. They're 
quite tough. When I got my 
license, the job of the testing 
aspirants was a political 
sinecure. The tester told me to 
arrive at his place of business at 
" 6:00 pro. He locked up the store, 
down from him", while me told me to 'drive him home, 
officer rolled his eyes. He  about eight blocks, I gave him 
wanted an address. 
two bucks, and that was it. Then thepairsatdownat the 
long table to fill out the written 
test. Ten minutes later they 
were sitting, brows furrowed, 
with about three out of forty 
squares ticked off. I tossed 
them a word of encouragement. 
"It might be easier if you could 
read and write, eh?" 
P r i nc e:: G r g e. 
 osts meeting 
by x. The Honourable Ray Williston, Minister of Lands, Forests, 
and Water Resources• 
This week Prince George is the host city to a meeting of the 
Committee of Forest Tree Breeding in Canada nd it was my 
pleasure to give the opening address on Tuesday (August 24th). 
Because forestry is playing a major part in Brihsh Columbia's 
When my wife got hers, some 
meter-cycle, toan old chap with 
a hearing aid and almost blind 
in his left eye. Both passed, but 
I hope I never meet either on the 
highway.' 
Then a couple of former 
students of mine walked in. 
They are the type who have 
probably been driving for 
several years without a license 
~and have finally been nailed. 
drove around three • or four 
blocks and she took him home to 
lunch. •(At his place, not ours). 
• Today there's awhole battery 
of physical tests, a written test 
on the rules of the road, and the 
actual driving test. A good 
many people are flunked, and 
rm all for that. What I'd really 
like to see is a compulsory test 
for every driver 'about every 
two years, and a go~ stiff one. 
Could you pass, Jack, with 
your color-blindness? Could you 
pass lady, with your total 
inability to parallel park? Could 
you pass, Grandad, with your 
arthritis? I think a great many 
of us would be put out to 
pasture. 
Anyway Kim returned. I
expected to see her with a face 
as long as a foot, She was 
beaming. My heart sank. 
There's going to be a fight 
hare every-',day ph{i~ she ~g~t~" 
hack to .~ch~l/ " :):,, . . . . .  
WE NEED 
action. • men and 
There are now 2,600 
• 194 bulldozers in action against 
• the fires butthis compares! 
favourably with last Friday's ! 
ten years later, it was the same. figures of 3,936 and 278. 
procedure. The poke chief ha.d Similarly, there has been less 
berpick himupat the office, the air tanker and patrol activfty 
The Terrace Recreation Commission e~ds 
help. All their files and records were destroyed 
by the" recent fire, and they are presently at'a 
loss. 
during the past few days. 
Hazard remains high to 
"extreme in the entire Nelson 
Forest District and in the 
Kamloops District south of the 
Thompson River. It is also 
extreme in the south end of 
Vancouver Island and ,in the 
Hope-Boston Bar area. 
Elsewhere itis low to moderate. 
As the season enters its latter 
stages, foresters are hopeful 
that the recent cool moist 
weather experienced on the 
coast and in the north will 
spread fully over.tbe province 
without a continuation of the 
persistent lightning activity 
which has plagued British 
Columbia this year. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- The 
first Sale of lots in New 
Westminster took place June I, 
'OUR HELP 
If you are involved with an organization ofany 
kind, please fill out the questionnaire b low, and 
send it in to Elaine Parmenter at Box 218, 
Terrace. 
resource development I would like to repeat in this column some 
of my comments to the committee. 
As the centre of a large integrated forest indusiry operating 
within British Columbia's policy of sustained.yield forest 
management, Prince George is an appropriate place for such a 
meeting. Near the city is located the Forest Serviee's Red Rock 
nursery which serves a large area in the Interior. There are 130 
acres in nursery beds and Red Rock has a potential annual 
production of 15 million seedlings. 
With eight nurseries in the province responsible for providing 
the seedlings for British Columbia's entire artificial 
reforestation programme, it is obvious that we are taking our 
tree-breeding programme very seriously. 
Red Rock, for example, has sections devoted to lodgepole pine 
and spruce tree improvement; and at Cowichan Lake 
Experimental Station on Vancouver Island the Forest Service is 
concentrating on improvement of the coastal Douglas fir. 
The present objective for the eight nurseries is an annual 
overall production of 75 million seedlings by 1975. But this 
probably will not be the .ultimate figure as, even with their 
present total area, the nurseries have a potential production of 
up to 130 million seedlings a year. 
• However, we are not restricting ourselves to meeting our 
requirements with the present nursery and experimental station 
acreage. For example, just last May the goyemment passed an 
Order-In-Council incorporating the reforestation ursery and 
seed orchard at Red Rock into a reserve to be known as Red 
Rock Forest. 
The total area of this reserve is more than 5,500 acres• The 
nursery, as I have said, is 130 acres and the balance of the area 
is being developed for seed orchards and clone banks. The clone 
hanks will contain seedlings and grafted stock from "plus" trees 
selected from throughout the Interior, as well as exotic 
selections obtained from tree breeders .in other parts of the 
world. Similar forest reserves ba~e been made in connection 
with other nurseries in the province. 
The need for constant development of' our reforestation and 
research programmes can readily be recognized inthe reading 
of the economic 'studies by the Food and Agricultural 
Organization of the United Nations which show that world 
demand for wood products i  compounding atan annual rate of 
about 5 percent. This means that demand will have qUadrupled 
by the year 2,000, 
The question is where will this wood come from? In British Columbia's case our • , production between 1949 and 1969 
increased from an initial ratebf4 percent to 6~A percent by 1969. 
And we now are increasing our cuts through imposition of a 
close utilization policy.which, in'the not. ted distant future, 
should bring our present annual cut'of 1.8 billion cubic feet Up to 
3.4 billion cubic feet. • .. 
However, further: increases above the 3.4 biliion cubic feet 
figure must come from intensified management, r hinning, 
fertilization and so on. Not the least important of these 
activities will be tree breeding,, .. " ' . 
This then is the challenge. . . 
We are going to have to rely On research to determine the best 
thinning preiierlptl0ns tomaximize yield and to detei'mineihe -~ 
best fertilizer treatments't0 Use/We are going to itave to plant '
.the most productive speCies for each site and We~are going tO. 
have to control osses f~om insects and dlseaseby'sclenUflc ::. 
., management. , , '. .. . . . . .  , .  .,. 
'., he tree breeders: must tell, us what~,/i( i :tlons', races Or  
; strains to use.in seed erchar& for the produ t onof geiietieklly,; 
• improved seed. And theymusV~ll usqhie I Kfor the n~dis '  '
. urgent, We musthave thia'sesd',at'~the earli,! ,possibletime if" - " 
we are. to meet he requiremenis ~'e expect world demand to ' 
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L- No bombs were used but wEO ¢-e-b~d-teH. "-The"~ring Ci-e'ek 
[~ I~. 'ldge this week crashed into the gully in a demolition project " 
[: U~a/t is expected to improve road conditions in the bench area. 
' ,  .Department of llighways crews are clear!ng way for a 16 fo?t 
:/B. C. m i n i ng  
The mining industry in inflow to the British Columbia 
British Columbia is facing mining industry reached a 
times that are more uncertain record level of $352 million in 
than any period in the last 1970, an increase of 30 percent 
decade, largely because of over. 1969. The cumulative 
federal taxation policies, the figure for the 10-year period 
president of the Mining from 196t o 1970 was more than 
Association of British Columbia $1.5 billion. 
says. Exploration and development 
T.H. McClelland told the expend i tures ,  cap i ta l  
associat ion's emi-annual  expenditures and revenue from 
general meeting • in Vancouver sales also showed substantial 
Friday that "it would require a gains in 1970. 
great deal of optimism to "In the face of such a record 
forecast under existing of achievement, i  is hard to 
conditions any continued .understand why the mining 
growth of the magnitude we industry has been singled out to 
have experienced in recent receive specially discouraging 
times•, and discriminatory treatment 
"Today we are enjoying the from the federal government i  
momentum establishod under the field of taxation," he said. 
the more favorable conomic "It is particularly hard to 
and legislative climate that understand when the 
prevailed uring the 1960s," he government is spending 
said "The outlook for 1972 and hundreds of millions of tax 
immediately succeeding years dollars to encourage industry in 
is not comparably as other areas of Canada." 
favorable." He said that during the last 
Mr. McClelland said the latest decade the mining industry in 
figures show' the net capital /B.C. has demonstrated its 
i - i  i i  i i i  i , i i  i 
Chief Dan George 
leaves with . . . . .  g'fts 
When Chief Dan George left 
Terrace Sunday night he was 
wearing a new buckskin jacket 
and under his arm was can'ying, 
a miniature model of Howard - 
Keefe's Mustang. 
The jacket and model plane 
were presented as gifts to the 
Chief and ended the weekend's 
air show activities Sunday 
? 
ability to attract capital, 
establish large scale long-term 
production facilities, to make a 
major contribution to a 
favorable balance of trade, and 
to create thousands of jobs in 
construction of new, mining 
plants and in mining operations. 
However, "sharp declines are 
forecast for claim staking, 
exploration and development 
expenditures and new plant 
construction. There are 
convincing indications that 
venture capital, the life blood of 
the industry, may be looking to 
other areas," he said. 
In recent months there have 
been substantial reductions in 
major metal prices and 
markets have been increasingly 
unstable. 
"By its nature, the mining 
industry take a long-range view 
of price and market fluetations 
and is generally inclined to be 
L 
m ~  b 
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v : T ~ P~ ~~ ~ 1 Fire totar above average : 
q • n - - "  - -  = " " " " " 1 " OTTAWA £* The'"Camd]an flmnd0~b]ethel0-year.gverage -i 
• . . . . .  .~y.~a=~e.,so.~.. _ .  . . . .  ro--t~se~ce ~od2;~ of ~7;~ =~ ~o~ j.~. i,.. 
• wewoumnzemcong.ammte aelignum trip ~o umneymm. : forest:flres.aerosn:Canada : Thg:totai  numberof f0~mt , 
ArtHatasaddtbeKlwanlsClub Thoywere~.  hoppy.toretu~:/during.the month of July. c fires in Canada thls year to July 
for the great job they did in home m mew bromer and This. was6nly 31-more fires 31waB6,938 overs tetal area; of : 
.presenting the Air Show,. They. sister , ttonnie aria Tayna; . .than du~ the marne" perl0d 2,246,000 acres ; ,  '~: 
re'ought in some great acre ano * xxxxx  : las t  year but;::cbnslderably The figures are  ebm~i!od 
hares hoping this will be an , . higher than the 10-year average monthly by the:  Forest: Fire 
annual event• A big thank you If you ~.ve any news a~out of 1.789 for the month of July. Re',arch', , Institute i of the 
for bringing Chief Dan George. whats going on in your Total forest area "affected in Canadian ForestrY Service 
• neighborhood, someone going July was 1,190,000 acres, more from provincial records. xxxxgx 
A big pat on the back goes out away or  coming• home, a 
~ :  . :,,~ ~,:~:;,~,~ to Bill Young and staff of the. 
' 1 Tillicum theatre for the *, ~ ~ " ,~,, . 
. . . .  ,. ~.~ ~ - .. presentation f Little Big Man 
~[ [  ~! ~; .. ~ ~• ~i,~/:} and for having Dr. Chief Dan 
~e~. .  ;•:~: ....... : .  !::, George andChief  Kitpou there. 
. The show was great and Chief 
~ "  ~ ~ q " ~ '  "1 I " : " Dan George is a great man, 
.~ . . . .  before the sbow began he. was 
on stage and sung a beautiful 
• .~:. ~ . .  : ~ i songhe composed in his native 
" " . " T . . . . .  r . language .and a lso  a couple of  
• . ~ :. country and western tunes. I t  
::  was too bad he hod to leave so 
• • quickly, but we wish him all the 
' ' "  ~ ~ ~ ,, / "  ~ , ~ ' "n ~ " ~: : L " " " bes t  in  a l l  h i s  endeavours  in  the  
emvert w~eh ~as already been part ia l ly  installed under the old future. 
• XXXXXX 
bridge. Earth fill will compose the new passage, way and will Get well wishes to all those in 
cut down on maintenance repairs to the road in the future. For Mills Memorial Hospital hope 
more details ee story on" Page One. you will be home again soon, 
especially Mr. Wilson. - 
ncertain - *  U Home for a visit with her family is Miss Stephanie Moulton of Vancouver. Miss 
Moulton is attending the 
University, of British Columbia, 
philosophica ! about these she plans on a teaching career 
matters." after graduation i  the spring. 
However, he said, a lot of xxxxxxx 
people in and out of government Patrioia nd Ginny.lstad have 
apparently think that returned home after a two 
• governments create money and month holiday with their father 
jobs and that industry is some. Carl Istad of Vancouver. 
kind of bottomless well that can 
be taxed and harrassed without During their holdiay they 
end. traveled through the Western 
United States and had a 
Barnefs Bowl 
REGISTERING FOR WINTER LEAGUE 
Phone 6354911 
LEAGUE STARTS 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1971 
shower, any thing of interest 
give me a call at 635-3096. 
XKXXXX 
Visiting last week at the home 
of Mr. and Mr.s Richard Gunton 
was Mr. and Mrs. Don Elsanor 
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Reid of 
Hamilton, Ont. 
XX.XXXX 
Helen Babcock has been a 
recent house guest at the home 
of her sister, Mrs. Kenneth 
Allen of 2609 Skeena Street. 
Other elatives in the Terrace 
area includes 3nieces, Mr. Mrs. 
Harold Maier of Tbornhill, Mrs. 
Jack Lyons of Dutch Valley, 
Mrs. Billy Rivers of ThornhilL " 
Three nephews; Mr. Jerry Allen 
of the Bench and 2 unmarried 
nephews Bill and Douglas Allen 
still residing at home. Two 
grand newphews and seven 
grand nieces, She has 
reluctantly taken the plane 
back to Seattle where she 
operates a beauty Salon but 
promises to visit our "Beautiful 
B.C." country again. 
lWln A 
:Water Bed! 
1 Free Raffle Ticket with every purchase of $S.00 
or more of records, tapes, posters or anyother 
item sold at 
The Flatbush Ave. 
Freighter 
4548 Lake lse  (next  to Simpson Sears)  
"EVERYTHING THATS GOOD FOR YOUR HEAD"  
Drawing Noon Sat. Dee. 17 1971 
  Tillicum Theatre -k.k 
4720 Lake lse  Phone 635-2040 
~ .,y,. ,y,...,y,. ,y..,V,..,y. ,V,. ,y,. ,V,..,y. ,y, ,y. ,y,..,y,. ¥ ,V,. ,V,..,~. ,y. ,y, •~ ~ ~ 
l ,gust 29 . Sept 1 
Vanishing Point 
7 & 9:15 FM 
Liquor,.drug 
offences ITotem TVCentre's 
decre.ase 
• Deere~ses in both the ]iqqor 
Visit ing Algonquiin Sham's'n" ;~nd 'drug  ~;b~e Situati0ns in ' !  
]< i tpouf romOntar ioa lsotookto  Terrace for  the month of Jul~ 
the stage and fittingly broke the 
solemn' air by reciting the 
follo~ving: • 
."You know what freedom 
is.:." no response from the 
audience"...a n ked man riding 
a wild horse." 
Art show promoter Art Bates 
night, at the theatre Sunday night paid 
The jacket was presented by :.special recognition toChief Dan 
the wife of Terrace Tillieuin:Ge'orge's accomnanvin~ 
Theatre owner Bill Young, who , secret~:  Dolly Seat, s. Mr, 
both were grateful for the Bates Said she was constantly 
Chief's publicappearanceatthe  victim of the sidelines as 
theatre's sbowing of Little Big autograph seekers and visiting 
Man, co-starring the Chief. dignitaries only channeled 
The model plane, which in full attention, to the Chief. The 
scale reality was here in model Of Howie Keefe's 
Terrace for the air show, was Mustang flyer was really meant 
presented on behalf of the as a momenta for her, he later 
Terrace Kiwanis by television said. 
celebrity Esther Renner. "The official part of the show 
As a retur ngesture Chief Dan " 
• came when T~rrace Mayor 
George brought out his acoustic i Victor Jolliffe hod Chief George 
guitar and performed hisown .,:e,do~e the Terrace • visitor s 
compositions. 
In the distiet voice of ahold : book; 
man, the Chief's performance "Without your visit, Chief, 
seemed to hush the capacity our community's air show 
theatre crowd and drew full would nothave been the success 
have been registered at the 
local RCMP. 
In a monthly report submitted 
to the District of Terrace at : 
Monday night's council meeting 
the RCMP 'stated there would 
appear to be a slight decrease in
the number of Heroin addicts in 
the area during the .past 
month .... . • r 
They also stated:: however, 
mope and more young people 
appear to be using chemical 
drugs such as MDA, which is 
being taken intervenously. 
Investigation into the traffic at 
this drug is underway at 
present, they report. 
Figures compiled by tbe, 
detachment for July also sho~g 
that 4i liquor cases were dealt 
with in Terrace. A breakdown of
liquor cases shows that 37 
persons were detained in cells 
and 4 persons received charges 
as a result of liquor activity. 
Terrace RCMP under 
supervision of Staff Sergeant 
R.W; Nelson did report hat the 
July liquor scene was relatively 
:~  ~ -.~.. OLO 
SA E . - .  - 
' •n  • : : " • "' ' I I  <'  " " " ' • ow Low: Prnoes on all 0oior TV's in line with excise Tax Kemoval 
New Low Prices, but same old excel lent service 
Monday J Tuesday I Wednesday 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon Date 
, 1:00 Mr. Dressup 
1:30 55 North Maple Street 
2:00 What onEarth? 
2:30 Death Valley DaysS 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop In 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez .Helene 
I1:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Mr, Dressup 
1:30 55"North Maple Street 
-2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Death Valley Days 
.3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Banana SPlits 
S:00 Dress Rehearsal 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Mr. Dressup 
1:30 55 Norlh Maple Street 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Death Valley Days 
RCA 25". CONSULE 
Mad CCB849W Reg.  699.95 
RCA 26" CONSULE 
Mad CCB928W Reg.  188.00 
RCA 26" CONSULE 
Mod CC8909 Reg. 929.00 
659" 
729 oo 
86900 
' I 5:30 Bever ly  Hi l lb i l l ies I 3:30 Edge of N ight  rounds  o f  applause, it was," Mayor Jolliffe said, "good" S:00 Rocket Robin Hood 3:00 Take Th i r ty  . 
s:3o Woody.Wopdpecker 6:00 Focus ' RCA '  19"  PORTABLE g @ 0 9 5  [ 6:15 Closing Markets  4:00 Gal loping Gourmet  Mod CTC426 Reg. 599.95 ~r l lM i~ 6:00 Focus 6:20 News 4:30 Drop In 6:15 Closing Markets 6:40 Gulf O11 Weather 5:00 ExDo Baseball • .v  ~ v . 6:20 News Show 7:00 Fred Astalre Theatre 
6:40 Gulf Oil Weather 6:47 Sports . , 0:00 To Be.Announced PHIL IPS  19" :  CONSULATE ~ 
Show ' . 7100 Andy  Gr i f f i th  9:00 To Be Announced 
6:47 Sports ' 7:30 Reach for•the ,Top 10:00 To Be'Announced 
7:00 Ironside 8:00 It, wasa very good year. 11:00 The National News . . . .  Mod 19CLI0 ~ Reg.Z24.00 ' w i th 'Trade ~I~V~I~ ' 
8:00 The Partridge Family - 8:30 Telescope 11:22 Viewpoint , . . . .  • 
8:30 This is the Law 9:00 Men at Law " 11:28 Night Final : ' " pH I  i C CO 0 
9:00 The Bold Ones ' 10:00CIvilisation 11:45 The Late Show • : :  L: PS2Si'DE UXE NSULE ~m~O 0 
10:3010:00 CanadlanTO Be AnnouncedFaShi°ns It:2211:00 ViewpointNati°nal News . . . 'Machete' ' ..... ' ,  ~ ,Mod C260, Reg. 999;00 :. i : , / i  + ~1~ ~. ~ 
• 11:00 National News 11:28 Night Final .. , " .' . *,; 
11:22 Viewpoint 11:45 The Late Show 
Jl 11'28 Night Final , 'You're. M* liSV~th '~g' Friday SONY 19"  PORTABLE ' " @O'095 
' " ;"~'"  " . ' Mad KVI200U Reg ~. 459:95 ~ k ~ . .  ;Thursday Saturday  .... . . .  . . . .  , 
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3:30 Edge of Night 
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Terrace this week is proud to send.off grade 12 
students Trudy llamer, Ann Patterson and Vildki 
Thomson. The three beauties are heading for 
Rimouski, Quebec where they will live and 
attend school until Christmas. The trip is part of 
an education exchange program and will see the 
arrival of three Quebec girls for similar reasons. 
All the Terrace girls received French class 
instruction in school but all agree that stormy 
weather might be encountered at first. Aurevoir 
girls .... 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C.. 
Three Terrace students 
on way  to Quebec  
As Monday's edition of the Herald hits the 
Terrace" streets today, three Terrace grade 12 
s tudents  are  travell ing east byt ra in  to their 
temporary  homes in Rirnousld, Quebec. 
The vacancies made by their departures will be 
,filled by three visiting girl students from Quebec, 
Latest  reports stated that the French-speaking 
s.tudents arr iving here by CNR train Fr iday and 
............. are  a l ready mingling with their English speaking 
counterparts. 
~;~:~ The entire criss~cross is par t  of a student 
~;~/  exchange program which is reportedly the first of 
its kind. 
Terrace students Vikki Thomson, Trudy Homer  
and Ann Patterson boarded the Quebec-bound. train 
Monday and will be residing and attending school 
on a regular basis in Quebec until Christmas. 
Johanne Cote, Daniel le  Morin and Jocelyne 
• Morneau will be doing likewise, only their new 
home for a few months is Terrace. The girls all plan 
to trade homes and school classes. 
"We learnt a little French at school in Terrace 
but I still agree that we are going to be using a lot of 
sign language," said Terrace representative Vikki 
Thomson. 
The two highschools involved are Caledonia in 
Terrace and Paul Herbert  in Quebec. 
A french teacher, Yvon Michaud who formerly 
taught in Terrace and who is now teaching at Paul 
Herbert  will be at the station to welcome our 
Terrace girls. 
The three Terrace girls were selected for the trip 
after 12 total applicants were narrowed down. 
Applicants were judged for past French school 
training as well as their domestic situations. 
at~er stepping off the 4:15 three Quebec girls 
Johanne Cote, Danlelle Morin and Jocelyn are 
greeted by  members of the Thomson and 
Patterson families In Terraee. Until Christmas 
time the three lovely young ladies will he 
attending Caledonia Senior Secondary as part of 
MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 1971 
education exchange program. Danlelle and 
Jocelyn plan to reside at the Thomson's home 
Johanne settles in at the Patterson's. Both 
families have daughters leaving for Quebec this 
week as part of the program. 
Hospital to improve grounds 
At the August meeting of the 
Board of Trustees of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, approval 
was given for general 
improvements o the grounds. 
This work will include repairing 
ann repainting the parking lots, 
widening entrances to hospital, 
more sidewalks and addition 
and improvement to directional 
signs. Proposed improvements 
to landscaping was deferred 
Sh 'in e Circus here 
for ,  ugust 30 
The latest word for Terrace 
amusement hunters awaiting 
information on the Terrace 
Shrine Club's coming circus is 
that all is going as planned• 
Although todate no 
advertising has been carried 
out the Shriners this week 
report he circus will be staged 
for three days at Riverside 
Park starting Monday August 
30. 
West Coast Shows will again. 
be setting up amusement rides 
in the park along with newly 
liccnced game booths. 
Lastyear the show was closed 
to the public after RCMP 
discovered some booths were 
operating without proper 
licences. Six show members 
including its manager were 
charged and fined in court for 
their actions. 
This year West Coast Shows is 
operating in full accordance to 
the law, reports ay. 
As soon as posters and 
advertising matter arrive from 
the show promoters the local 
Shriners will begin their own 
local campaign. The circus 
reportedly looks more like an 
amusement fair. Instead of wild 
animal performances there will 
be thrilling mechanical rides 
such as the Ferris Wheel, 
Octopus, Whip and others. 
The show is completely 
sponsored by the Shrine Club 
and has been guaranteed to 
delight youngsters and oldsters 
alike. 
The particular show coming 
to Terrace is a travelling circus 
which has just finished acircuit 
throughout Alberta and 
Southern B.C. It was about his 
time last year after the show 
had also played at Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert hat the closure 
went into effect. Local Shrmers 
and other circus supporters 
stress again that the coming 
circus is in the community's 
best interests and that a good, 
clean time can be enjoyed by 
anyone buying a ticket and 
coming out to the affiar. 
until 1972. 
Board approval was also 
given for extensions to the 
existing smoke stack. It is 
expected this will improve the 
draft and improve the exhaust 
of smoke and cinder particles. 
In other business, Chairman 
Mr. Norm Miller and Trustee 
Mrs. Olga Power were 
nominated as official voting 
delegates to the convention of 
the B.C. Hospital's Association 
to be held October 20th. 22nd fn 
Vancouver. It is hoped that as 
many Board members as 
possible will be able to attend 
this convention as many 
important and timely 
resolutions will be presented to
the delegates. 
Due to the critical shortage of 
medical-beds, it was decided to 
proceed immediately with plans 
to convert the day-roora to a 3 or 
4 bed patient ward with 
complete oxygen, suction and 
bathroom facilities, 
When driving on freeways, 
motorists may find that 
maintaining a safe following 
distance is impossible because 
of other cars speeding and 
changing lanes. The B.C. 
Automobile Association advises 
that if a vehicle passes too 
closely in front of your car, you 
should drop back to allow a 
space a little more than the one 
car length suggested for each 10 
miles per hour of your speed. 
Drive with common sense . 
and "Bring 'era Back Alive!" 
:!!:'~i!!ii~ii! 
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a hot water 
reservolr 
Imagine being able to 
wash the windows, 
And the dishes. 
And the dog. 
And get the whole family 
through their showers with . . . .  
still enough hot water. 
left to have a ' 
relaxing shower yourself. ~ ;:.: ' ~" !/ 
Aswarm asyou likeit, "' : :: ' " 
It's routine with a 
Cascade e ectr o water heater, . 
The orange Cascade symt~ol Is your 
guarantee that the electric water heater has 
met the performance 
of lhe Canadian Stan¢ 
Cascade, available In 
Ask your appliance or 
"CORONADO • ELCO ~, ENTERPR SE 
HOMART ° INOLI5 o RHEEM o RUUt 
f~,tt~ L~ " /. 
Perhaps, 
occasionally  
you drink and drive. 
Do you know 
what  it could cost you? 
Let's be optimistic and assume 
you don't have an accident. Or hit 
any parked cars. Or speed. Let's as- 
sume you stay at the party longer 
than you planned and had three or 
fourdrinks-enough todrink to make 
you legally imoaired. All in good 
fellowship, AI without malice. And 
for some reason, you are stopped, 
Here's what to expect: 
' 1 Breathalizer Police offi- 
cers are ex- 
tremely adept at spotting impaired 
drivers. There are dozens of telltale 
clues. If you are suspected, you will 
• .  ' be asked to submit to abreathalizer 
test. This is mandatory and refusal 
• .. can result in serious charges. If you 
. . have consumed enough to give you 
..~ a .08 reading, you can be charged 
with impaired driving, 
2 Ja i l  Very likely, you will be 
jailed overnight. FoP the 
average citizen, this is a terrifying 
experience, Impaired driving comes 
under the CrimlnalCode, and that 
is just how you will be treated. You 
will be fingerprinted, asked for alias', 
relieved of your belt, tie, shoelaces, 
and personal possessions, allowed 
one phone call, and be placed in a 
cell. In the morning, your breakfast 
will be slid under the bars of the Cell 
' door. You will find the night harrow- 
ing and have plenty of time to reflect/ 
In the meantime, your wife and 
children will be worried distressed 
and slightly mortified, 
3 Fines The arrestingofficer,'s 
report,corroborated 
by your breathalizer reading, will 
normally result in a conviction. The 
number of convictions is increasing 
every year,Over 12,000 are expect- 
ed in Briti'sh Columbia alone dur- 
ing 1971. If. the Judge lets You off 
with a $250 fine for the first of- 
fence, you can consider yourself 
lucky, For having accumulated ten 
Penalty points, the Superintendent 
of Motor Vehicles will assess you• 
a charge of $25.00 which will be 
used to pay for public information 
messages like the one you are now 
reading.Add to this the $50 to sever- 
al hundred dollars you'll spend on a 
lawyer and you've dropped quite a 
buncl e. 
4 Suspension " ,ou have never 
had so much as a parking ticket in 
thirtyyearsof driving, you can expect 
to have your right to drive review- 
ed bythe Superintendent Of Motor- 
Vehicles.On his judgement and your 
driving record, your suspension may 
be one month three months, six 
months or even indefinitely, 
5 insurance The coste don't 
stop at fines 
and lawyers. When your insurance 
company hears all about it, your 
insurance premium will be sur- 
charged. That means your insurance 
rates will sdar~ until you can prove 
yourself agood risk again, That 
could take years if you have no more 
problems. And here's another point 
to ponder.' Had you itljured or k/lied 
m ~ T 
someone while impaired, your 
liability coverage was void anyhow. 
Your insurance company will pay 
the claim', but they may demand re- 
payment from you. 
6 Publicity Or,re,n= Oou.  
• swarm with court 
reporters. In some smaller.com- 
munities,, your conviction will make 
front page news. They will list the' 
details of your arrest, trial, convic- 
tion, breathalizer reading, fine and 
.suspension. They will print all this; 
along with your name and address, 
for all your friends b.nd business as- 
sociates to read. It is the coup de 
grace you can expect about one week 
after the trial: 
These are the harcl cold facts of 
how a jovial evening can turn into a 
nightmare.The police have seen too 
many dead children to have much 
patience.The courts have heard too 
many tragedies to g ive you much 
mercy. And that's the way it Is 
• . . .  
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HOW 'RE YA FIXED FOR BLADES 
Work Point Barracks barber Len Kopan does l~'s ' -exercise New Viking where they all sprouted 
thing on Sgt. J.N. Williams,'3 Bpttaliofi PPCLI beards. The increased emphasis on northern 
beard contest winner. •The 3rd Battalion, Princess ~. 
• : ! : "'~ : i ,  
• o f ten  f ind  that  educat iona l  The board flOW 1i oom ' : ,  L: ~ ~ :  :" ::d :;':,: : "" . . . . .  ;: ~ '  '~''  " ' ~ F~ W ~ ~ 5 ~ : ~  ' :':n 
te lev is ion~owsdonotf l t the l r  an extension to/:ilRte !:: ETlte:Onl ;l~:/:~nsiiii~t~: of laterat~l l i~:wba-~U~k~lloa 
f l ]m ,~ .l ibrary:: :by:~~51e~:::iA S~l le~:~:  l~t lo~ ~~on- - teaching ~.h~es .  schools in the :d~'s wesl . . . . . . .  
A htgh school English teacher but the svstem/,w0ul~ =rio '  government.:agency; has ,  m~e~ 
may find that .a. production of. m~lRied tO ~ ' u t ~  • ~ : taken a .s~ong~!nti~t;, id the " were plai~l in ea~:da  
~akespeare's Julius caesar:Is ; " ;e th - r "  - - ' - ; " - :  ;~''" " - :  i Ix°~ectanawms0°n- re~ease 8: BELEC~MOVIE':'~::~°:~ '*~:: ? " 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ =,  aam mtr umowm m- on Its evaluatinn of " m ne screcneo  . inuring me "an l i i l e rv i~ ' . . . . . .  ~ ' . . . .  f d' I~ ' I ' Teachers  cou id ; "g l~ee 
algebra period " " i Mr Bill ' " •" . . . .  ' "m,  v ;  - .  . " . through af l lmca~loguei :~Ioct  
. . . . .  ' . --- owes, oowmanager0f "The IRTV ex eriment is tmmer man pmnge mm 'a "comm . . . . . .  . . • p a movie for tape; ieJe~lione the 
. . . . .  - - "~,  _ ' unxcauon projects Ioi" tar el the work of two Bell school board . f i lm l ib~:and . reorgamzation oz  teacmng Bell . . . .  " ' - - g y . • ." 
sours, . . . . . . . . . . . .  ne wmprobamy mr0w up*- ' Thom'~°rmern'-- . . . . . .  ana Mr. Northern engineers ,  Gordon receive ; the  ahoy, ::~0d • :the- 
his hands and depr ive  his h -Ps°n-ue@-n smoym, g the .Th~l_i)s~__.~and, Colin:.~d],o~es *tehvisLonset wi~in~0:m~mds. 
students of the chanceto see a SC 00! system to see wnat the w~ cam= wl ; - - ,~,  . . . . .  m . I~ :  B ~ow ~ ~ d : ~ * ~  
professional production of a :~mmunications needs were. abeuts ixyearsag0. .  ," 
Shakespeare play.:  ".' ' Mr.Billowee said the problem Mr. ' Thompson had told was well ueed.. In  'May', ~!97b 
The answei may be' in- .seemed to be that the system N0rthanA Electric research and alone,.. 1,640 prdgrams ~Sem. 
formation retrieval television, w~ controlled by the ,l ibra~ development, now part of Bell. t ransmitted .into, : . the 130 
called IRTV. - - . " andnot the teacher. - ' Northern, :that little had' been classrooms involved: in  the 
Mr. Thompson and Mr. done in educat iona l  com- expe.r~ment. 
IRTV is a system which Billowes approached-the 0t- munioations. Mr. Billowes But its-immediate furorein 
allows a teat:her to telephone a tawa school board with their found in England.that interest the Ottawa. school system still 
central library and receive a idea to channel films and tapes . in teaching machines." his has to be  decided.. I 
program almost, immediately to the Classroom by cable and speciality, was declining and he 
over a elaseroom television set. decided to look for another job: The expense of IRTV• is still a 
The program,is' piped to the BIACK OFFICIATES "I think somebody in per- problem in this era of cost- 
classroom from the library by NELSON (CP) "•Provincial  sonnel .by chance matched Us conscious chool boards. • 
cable. The distribution system Secretary Wesley BIack~offici . - _ _ - _ __- _ _ - - | | 
is similar to cable television., a'ted Thursday at sod-turning 
IRTV hasbeen develop~ by a ceremonies at the. site of a " ~ 
r group of engineers in  Bell- ~.25,000 senior citizens' home. Northern Research workiflg Construction of the 20-unit with the Ottawa school board, building is expected to begin 
~ho~y. / GASSIAR LTD. It has been t/~ied OUt in five WOMAN REMANDED CONSTRUI)TION 
schools since 1967 and Hugh VANCOUVER (CP) ' .  J "P lanners  & Bui lders of Qual i ty  Homes"  i 
superintendenrBUrwell' .anof theaSSistantschool remandedMarj°rie WalkOW,a week40' waSfor PHONE MR.  A .  SCHWAIGER 635-5220 
- - - - -  - -  - -  ~-  - -  - -  - -  -I 
beard, says "we are all  very psych iat r ic  examinat ion  " 
much in favor of i t "  _. . Thursday, charged with the 
TERRAC'~ HERALD; TERRACE,'B.C." 
training as reflected in the defence White Paper 
Patr ie ia 's  Canadian*L ight  In fant ry  f rom Victoria saw about:120 Victor ia-based soldiers take this 
recent ly  returned f rbm t rMning. ih i the  nor~' .on- : . ,  t ra in ing . , " ' -  . " ' . -, . ' )  , , : " i 
,SYMPATHY WITH DRAFTF~S 
. .  . . - . 
Trudeau gives hisstand :on youth, :////11///// rli :/11/ " 
• • • 
draft, lustice an nsaence ' 'I n d ' 
1'ru ~, m ~se: ressed young man is healthy, society .choice. I should theoretically be eligible I11 
~' wil ( aft odgers should' not give him a basic .. "If he wants to be a hermit or for welfare." " I//I,,, 1 7111111,,, ~rs ] rc :l t ,  make income. - • beggar, that's fine If he wants . ". He tomo ew*h*hesu and, eo** I * -  d .  ____..,__ 
inter, e~ in i .~ Sep- dole," said Mr. Trudeau. " I f  he .the land, that's fine. . however, to support persons for . Froln 
UUH  issue of the United can work and there is work "I fheis in a seciety which has whom no jobs are available. 
Tenders I c a l l e d  for mica projectl i " F011 BAGI( TO 00 
B.C. Hydro has called under ther tg l l tahatmento f  va l ieed U S C H  L 
tenders for' supply and in- 650-too't-high Mica Dam on the . " 
Minister Tru ~eau has expressed 
sympathy ith draft dodgers 
and others  forced to ake 
judg'ments based on conscience. • 
Iv an interview in the Sep- 
i tember 
Church Observer. he says 
man's ultimate guide must be 
his conscience "and if the law of 
the land goes against our 
conscience I think we should 
disobey the law." 
"But because I also am a deep Design of the underground 
thinkbelieverwe inshouldLhe civilbe pr paredS°ciety' toI stallation of the. firsl~ four Columbia River about 85 miles powerhouse is proceeding and • . . . . . . .  : "  
igb (*:.4 generators  at the Mica  ~.north q~.~evelstokei~, tende~f~-the excavation of 
pay  the consequences  of .project. '. : /~;P~.~!~,~ ' ! i~' :£~,~ct iou.Of  the ~intake* - thee~vern are expected to be '~';'~: 
break ng the lawl an0 that is .The generators will have:a ": stL'uetores 'that: w i l l  direct ~.: . called next year. A contract :';": 
either paying the penalty fro; it,- total maximum eontin'uous reservoir. Water through " will also be let :in 1972 for or leaving the country." : '  
• = output 0f~1,740,000 kilowatts, penstocks to the powerhouse . access re~ds, .tunnels and His statement was part ot an making the Contract" the 
answer to the queshon. If you . bi--est ~nerat . . . . .  turhinos.is 'already well ad- other facilities. ~ - 
/were a young American or draft . f ig . .g  . . or order, ever. . . . .  . • 
• . . pzacea ny :Hydro  ....... , age called up to go to vietnam, T h e  con  ~:  " : ] " " :  " : : ' I  • i I '  ' " 
would ~'ou come to Canada'": _ . .  : . . . .  wa.ct m expect e a to 
• • " -a t t raot  : in teres t "  in ,  Unsafe  " The prime minister said: - , :  "- • • ,,~_,~ t. . . . . . . . .  =..,,  ...... ~a . . ; . , .  ternationally as wel las among u~l  rk l luwo WIl~lt • ~YUMJtU I, illllh Ca'~ "" - -  
. . . . . .  .n,an man=aeturers . . . .  . r l v I  .i J w,~re ox mat ag~. . . . . .  
"But l could perhaps answer, haEac_h..°f.thl e ge,nerators will 
• . - a ,  . : e a' max]mum continuous your  question inuirecuy.~y:~, 0~t~Ut of 43 -^ " ~ . . . . .  
~ J
~" B IC,  saying that those Who make ihe: Th~f.= . .  ~ o,wo .KUO.Wmm. Motorists are being made aware of the hazards of 
• . . . . . .  xrst two arescnenuled to unsafe driving, whether it be in the i r  homeland, or while conscmmious jungmem tnat be -laced in o er -" " 
theymust  not participate in this Se p - p atton oy holidaying in the United States, A heed is arising for our 
- - - ., o. p emner, 1976, the.tMrd in Province to communicate more closely with the Motor-Vehicle war  ana wno oecome nralt: Januar 1 . . . . . . .  " "  
dodgers have my com[51ete b" Se-teYm;)~ an,~a.tne tourm Departments of the states to our south. We must eliminate the 
s m ' • ' ~ p , ~r/."zwo more feeling that once we cross theCanadian.American border we 
y pathy and indeed our . . . . . .  become immune to traffic violations. mmuar generators will oe 
• political approach  has been to ordered later 
give them access to Canada " 
Unsofe d i g I 
we=nwoou co~!ponen! syslem " i ' ;WE ARE:OFFERING A * 
; roo f  trusses i . i . . . . .  { 
rartitlons, gable ends'.corn,fo,  ]ii : F bde : : in YOUr: Old "=-_  J ,ro a .emh, . . " . ,  o, ,h, : : 
I(ardwork. has beendone i 'I~ " ' '  ' " S -  " 
ioo in the factor, ~.i i i F'.. Westwooc 
homes are..;~he~:'slronge~ ~ ~ j ~i 
timber ffame:-Immes~:bdll, }iiI .'. 
Over.' 40 mo'deJs),l .tO' :¢hbose. = - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~our  New Jeans '" -  . . . . . . .  ; .  , 
:: Havo You' ' :  " W ' . . . . . .  J ' , r . .  o. ,,, , . . , . , , . , .  ; " Porsona l  zod  ~i.i:eEtiT. #L:hN " ~ g l~, -un  ::: , " [ t l~r~ j i i l~ f /&t~iq~~[=, ] lWl~"  ' "" ' ~, • • : '~•: .t~m 
~ I "="  "v i i i  ~ I~  I~  | ' ~ ~ '  ~ '..p.il.*~.,~ 
U I~RE~I :~ I. ~ N ~ ~I l¢li~qm~ I I~ IG~v. / ,e lq l i~ | ] I~ l  : ' :  ~,::~:5:"'"~:~*!;~!~ ! 
~7' -7•: :::: ....... 7 :i~- ~:: ii = ' I I ~ - i  ~ , , , ,  ~.;,, i ' .k,----:;;,, ~:a~,%~,.q~w).~: +,v L¢:W 'L~,>W~,'~ 
Generating fa(~ilities will be ,, Superintendent Ray Hadfield says that it will be points ~ .. : :.:.. h 
or,Whethereven morethey s rious,are draft:dodge/'Sdeserters, r quired ~at :.Mica.: to meet againet a driver's iicence whether offonces occur in Vancouver, • ' ; : " . . . .  "~.: . . : . -  
British."Columbia's.demand ,,Washingtun, or Vancouver, B.C. ,,We are noLa member of the Ore .Sport Shirts forcfr°mtbe ranks °f theirarmed forp°wer, w h i c h e o n t i n u e s t o e s . "  driver licence compact between the 50 American states,,, Sweaters  la l :  . . . . . . . . .  .... 
• increase ~substantially each Hadfield said, "but we have shared information for a long, long : On thequestion of violence, .;year..:.: ~.' -. " .... " : time.". .... 
Mr.. Trudeau. , . said. t~t~in'certai~,,, "Ten~der :docUments /or the7 : , ,.ii 
pohtxcals]tuatnons,.,youhavei0~ Mica generators contractai.e! In a formal legal opinion, the Attorney-General of " ', ,' " i ' [  ~ ' , .  ' , .  . ' 
use force to oVerthi'Sw police . ayaflable.from Hydro's. head Washington State points out that the legislature has said that - Tur t les ,  pu l lovers  and Cardigans •. sk inny  r ibs  - A new assor tement  of fabr ics  and pat terns .  
states." office in Vaneouver~ Closing !aWsinvolviriizmotorists, r~cords should be interpreted liberally and  regu lar  s ty les  f rom White Ram,  Wolsey,  Cr ink le  crepes,  Jacquard  Kn i ts ,  s ta ined  Glass,  "As a politician I've never date for bids is'November 23. ¢o improve "the safety of our highways through driving licen- 
alwayshad to facelivedthatin becauSedem~cratieI'Ve forTenderSsupply wereand installationCalled earli rof sing procedures..." Jantzen and Ingo. . wa l lpapers ,  se l f  s t r ipes  and embro idered  p la ins .  
society. • " " ' :" : ,thel first four turbine-and-. Itseen~s thatmoreB.C, motorists travel out of theprovinee . . . . .  . . . • . 
unB~etr.IrJhic~ikvewn~et n c e "  " . . . .  ": i(~ii" g0vernor sets ~ for the Mica than init. Therefore beware south,heund Canadians. Driving 4,4,4,4,4,4~4,4.4,4,4~4b~,,o,~.o..,~.,~...~~......................... 
mdemo~rati~:s-oc~et'i'~s:,,;? b -~ project, . . over the border will not make you exempt from impaired 
" :The generatLng units wiil be drivingbehavi°rjustbecauseyouarsout°fy°urc°untry'Many Permanen|  P re .  i .... J a rma, ,  Boots  
v 
He was "peaceful" but-"nota ' : instal led in n underground states report to your hom  Motor-Vehicle branch when in- 
pacifist in ~ihe philosophical fractions are cited. : - '  . " I l l  s . . . . . . . .  powerhouse to be excavated ense. . ' - - . 
. . . .  i 0 Is 
ea;~ re;°gm~e t~atp~r~fin~n~ e'', ~ ' = t ° ~ ° 4 m D " ' i J ' 0 ' m m ' ~  :" ' 
have freedom a~d.justiee than :',~ ': F . - i - .  ' / i . . . . .  . , " ,i : : : - '  !,:~:, , I  Fia etri¢" 2tt2r£2 ) i&  to have peace. Somte imesyo l /n i l :  I ~ . , ,~ ' , , - ! : .  I "AT  ' ;,, res ::/:':: : emi Boo 
must  live in ~* vlolent world I .,--[ J, '. A V~, I . , / -~ , / /  ..4/.~ ~. . ,  ~ l p e l  ' ' - I ............. '-, 
order t0 get. greater ijUstl~e., :'~ .JL~(D, } . ; J~y , .A . ,~ .~,~.  ~ . L ~  glgen: '; The newest  in s t r ipes  and g " " p : :  'i))~'!"i:i;ii!;.~i~!~a¢ k and Ant ique  Brown sty les  wear  with In thefar-rangngarticle;th4 | "~- -~._.J ~' ~_ l _ J :  " ..... .. _( J"  -~,-  " . " , : " ..... • . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  • - cam to 
M e r c a n t i l e  s ty led  by Canadays  and  GWG.  t f l a res .  
Ltd. 
' " "" , :  . . . .  . " , . ' ,  " ~/L~_"~,  :~: .  • ' ',. • ~ :~.~. \ . . . .  ] 4623Lake ise  ': - " .. 
" - . i :  ' .. . L ~ ";'( : , " • , .  ' , ' . • , " • • . ,',, . ' [ '  
.Hundreds , o! B~C:; ~' ia"miLt ies :  .;'I:,:i',!~!~;!•~::~,{:':'/',*i ~ ''':~'' ~.i ).:, , , .  ',i ~ ')i:~ ,:i*'i,L: ':', ' ,:' !" COME, I , !N~AND BROWSE AT,  ,7i, : ' ' 
nave :.reduced theil ~ housingt .:1 .':: ...... ' : ' " " :  ' I ~ A I M I I I I U A  ' m ' immzn ~, .mmA~'  ';::~ 
COS!S ny building the l r i  o'Wn'.i i:'~ " ~ .'~ "n" 'L; .~ ~n ;:I"~' .~ ;~', ~": ~:, ~ Un i lUU l ln*z  ,. mm, : l - - I  ~ 'unmn' .  7 /  
westwooa co~!ponen! Syslem.~ : : - . 1 
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go...Department of bridge demolition is actually part of a road 
improvement project which is expected to be 
completed in about four to six weeks. For story 
see page one. 
Where did the bridge 
Highways crews this week pulled a disappearing 
trick. As a result of their sorcery, the Spring 
Creek .Bridge will never be seen again. The 
Next election choice is simple 
despotism, socialism, liberalism 
"Can Terrace-Kit imat 
generate he type of enthusiasm 
it generated for the recent air 
show, for a rpovincial 
election?" 
This was the question posed 
last week by the visiting British 
Columbia President of the 
Liberal Party, Mel Cnuvelier, 
nearing the end of a 2,000 mile 
provincial tour. 
The tour is a kick-off to a 
major party effort in the area of 
increasing membership and 
starting, to mobilize forces for 
the next provincial election, 
predicted for August 1972. 
"The choice will be simple," 
says Couvelier, "despotism, 
socialism, or liberalism." 
"Our dictatorial one man 
government means that Social 
Credit is finished with the 
demise of its leader. The 
province doesn't want 
socialism. That was well 
established in 1969. The choice 
at the last election was clearcut 
and the people over-whelmingly 
voted for free enterprize 
government." 
"The Liberal Party is the only 
other f~ee nterprise party alive 
and this alternative will be 
presented to the electorate in. 
conjunction with a blueprint ~or:,.=:~ 
the province's development for 
the next twenty ears. 
We intend to run outstanding 
candidates who will be capable 
of implementing the 
programmes ff elected to the 
legislative assembly. 
Of particular relevance to the 
Terrace-Kitimat region he said, 
"Teh strong union presence in 
the area should ensure a 
concern for .the present 
government's poor record in 
labour-management relations. 
Last year our province lost 
2,900,000 man days through 
labour disputes. This lost time 
is irreplaceable. 
It should be proof enough that 
Bill 33 and traditional mediation 
efforts no longer work, We will 
have a programme which all 
working men can support. 
Labour's problem today is no 
longer to obtain a living wage 
Trappers to operate 
their own fur outlet 
The trappers from Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta, B.C,, 
the Northwest Territories, and 
the Yukon are going to have a 
chance to operate their own fur 
sales outlet beginning in 
January of 1972, 
This move is being made 
possible by the newly formed 
Canadian Trappers Federation 
whose directors are negotiating 
for the purchase of the 
Edmonton Fur Sales Company 
for an auction house, owned and 
operated by Mr. W. Devie. 
The fur sale house will be 
operated by the trappers who 
will elect from their members a 
board of directors. There will 
be two directors from each of 
the four provinces and two 
territories; 
The purchase isto be financed 
by the sale of shares to the 
public, however a shareholder 
will have no vote or voice in the 
fur sales operation unless they 
are bona-fide trapper~. 
themselves. 
All arrangements have been 
made with the assistance and 
support of the B,C., Registered 
.'Trappers Association and the 
Northwest  Trappers  
AssOciation, the Terrace 
otgnnimtion, 
The N[W.T.A.. regular 
m~tin~ Is scheduled, for t~  
it's problem is to receive a fiar 
share of industry's productivity 
gains. 
Our labour-management 
programmes will be designed to 
reach that objective. It is in 
everybody's best interest to 
eliminate strikes and to 
facilitate an increasing return 
to the man who produces the 
goods. 
Union busting policies are not 
the answer. Responsible 
government must play its role 
as a leader and not as an 
agitator. 
" TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
Wate.rbed" facts 
"': '  - . i " MONDAY, AUGUST30, 
COMMUNITY  CAL  ' ' ENDAR 
By Seth Essenfeld 
Waterbeds, the latest craze in the world of the jet set and 
playboy swinger, have generated a whole new field in the 
modern furniture market. How much of this new craze is fact 
and how much of it is simply noise being spilled by the Madison 
Avenue moneymakers? 
Because of the recent turmoil in Vancouver surrounding 
waterbeds it was felt that some research into the actual facts 
behind waterbeds would be useful to the Terrace consumer. 
After a considerable amount of researching and interviewin~ 
here are some answers to the more frequent questions on 
Waterbeds: 
1. What are Wa~rbeds? 
Waterbeds are essentially mattresses filled with ~vater. The 
mattresses made of heavy vinyl and depending on the thickness 
of the vinyl and the type of bond used in sealing the seams are 
guaranteed for1, 3; or 10 years. The beds are filled with regular 
tap water and once filled never need to be changed. 
2. Are Waterbeds afe? 
Waterbeds have been on the market since 1967 and in their 
four years of existence, no one has been reported to have 
drowned on one and no approved housing units have collapsed 
under their weight. One problem with the lower quality brands 
is that the seams are prone to rupture the day after the 
guarantee expires. This would tend to havea dampening effect 
on pops watching the football game on T.V. downstairs. 
However, one should note that like anything else if you buy poor 
quality merchandise, beprepared to pay for the consequences. 
Liners may be purchased for the beds which go under and up the 
sides. If the bed does rupture or the kids play on it with baseball 
cleats, it will retain the water until a patch such as the kids use 
on children's pools can he installed. 
3. Are Watcrbeds comfortable? 
Some of the owners of waterbeds here in Terrace were 
questioned with regard to comfort and while the more poetic 
answers have been left out, they tended to describe itas sleeping 
on a boat on a very calm lake only without he creaking of the 
boat. They said "the gentle movement of the water lulls me to 
sleep. Tossing and turning has yet to wake me up and I'm a 
tosser from way hack". They all agreed that even the most 
sensitive stomach would find it difficult o get seasick. 
4..What are the therapeutic values of the Waterbeds? 
One of the leading manufacturers of Waterbeds has at 
present, a hospital model which, according to them, will 
completely eliminate bedsores and provide up to now 
unobtainable comfort for bedridden patients. Not wanting.to 
take a biased report ss fact, we checked with members of the 
local medical profession and their comments follow: 
Skeenaview Hospital Administrator: They would be of great 
value to the people that we have up here. Unfortunately our 
budget is controlled by the Provincial Government but we are 
hopeful of putting several to use next year. 
Mills Memorial Hospital: The purchasing agent at Mills was 
away on vacation and Mr. Mills had never heard of them hut did 
express curiosity about hem. 
Dr. Daly in the Medical Bld..g. I've been away in Africa until 
recently so that I haven't had very much exposure to them from 
the medical standpoint. 
Dr. Brooks in the Medical Bldg. The rippling type of waterbed 
would be useful in hospitals for bedridden patients ince the 
rippling action is continually changing the points of contact with 
the body. On a personal level I've found them extremely 
comfortable especially when waking up to a cold morning since 
the waterbeds tend to retain the heat. 
5. Are the Waterbeds cold to sleep on? 
Waterbeds are at the same temperature as the room they are 
in which is usually 68 degrees farenheit. This would be a bit cold 
to sleep on and the manufacturers recommend using a 1" 
polyurethane pad. One owner questioned said he uses a thermal 
blanket under the bottom sheet and even on the coldest of nights 
hasn't been bothered. Heaters for waterbeds are available from 
the States but none of these has government approval. 
Recieve 
bursaries 
J.)uring the present school 
year 48 students attending the 
National Theatre School 
received bursaries ranging 
from $200 to $450, which were 
distributed from the School's 
own bursary fund. 
This fund obtains its finances 
from subscription campaigns in
Ontario and Quebec, 
membership fees, and 
donations from governors and 
members of the School as well 
as from miscellaneous gifts and 
in particular from The Ivey 
Foundation and The Percy R. 
Gardner Foundation. The total 
amount of bursaries awarded 
by the National Theatre Sehoul 
this year amounted to $12,250. 
The 48 bursary awards were 
selected from amongst ?4 
requests whieh were examined 
by the School's Bursary 
Committee during the past 
school year. 
DO YOU REALLY 
? 
WANT YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS? . . . . .  
~ . ~ . ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . ~ . ~ ~ , . ~ . ~ . ~ ; ~ `  
If yeu do and have minimum financing we'll take care of the 
rest. And - that includes the brand new Union 76. service 
station. 
Then you're all set up to grow with the fastest growing ell 
company in Western Canada. Union. 76 For full details fill in . 
and mail this coupon to: 
i ..... Un ion  Oi l  Company 0f : :Canada Limited. 
Box 580. P r ince"George ,  B.Cj: * ' :  
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. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  f l i e D  ! 
The Northwest Trappers.. sponsoring a~whist ¢5"lve in aid nlght'iAugust,801 at,gio0 
Association..will hold their of The Golden Rule. Thin event Admission • • is $1 andthe Iregular monthly meeting on will be held In.the~basementof includes an r ~ of  
Friday, Sept. 3, at  the home of " St..Mat.~ewd:Angl~canChurch ~, re f reshments  ana, 
George Kofocd. The main topic -on Lanzeue Avenue on. Monday : a good cause , .d 
Will be the forthcoming . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ , ,' 
purchase of a fur sales auction " , ' 
house " tOtrappers forbetrappers.'°perated by . Attention/HorN, OWUrSL ' 
xxxxxxx  , ~R.~OLSON WILL  Be  IN  
Don't forget o enter your goods , . . . .  
in the Terrace Fall Fair, . ' TERRACE SEPTEMBER 10  
sheduled, for Saturday, Sept. 4, ~' ' : " : ~. , ' - 
at Clarence Michiel School: '  .. i .~ Phone Dr.  Prodor ; ' : ' s  , 
.Auditorium.Entries for the fair .~ ' O f f i ce  fo r  APpo in tments  " " . will be accepted the previous ,, . . . . . .  ~. 
evening at the school between 
5:68 and 8:00 pro. : "  636'6900 XXXXXXX . , , 
The whist club. of "Terrace is~ ~ . . . .  " 
! 
20% 
Disoount 
ON ALL 
DRYOLEAHIH6 
TERRACE 
DRYOLEANERS 
4544 Lake lse  
Phone 635-5626 
2.50 Now.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21 i00  
1,8 NOW . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . .  0~ 
Ce~_/ied ~clcen : PANTS OR PLAI  N 7V~O$[ [ 'T  [ ' r  
SKIRTS-REG.  1.50 NOW .90 
PRICES EFFECT IVE  AUG.  23 .  SEPT .  4 
We've raised the curtains to 
 'WE'.RE' 
Al l  P resent  
Stock• On 
At  
tell you 
MOVING!  
SALE l 
CHEZ VENUS 
Human Hair Pieoes - s6,60 ea. 
Human Hair Falls- s36,00 ca. 
Hum a Hair Wigs 
.7.,o, .26 a .s,.oo 
Sy th : p n otto Wigs . ' u 
20% Of f  o,.oondifioners,lshampooi.,sotting-- " 
lotion :and many Other  i tbms~ • 
HAIR SPRAY 2 FOR 53.00* 
Speoi al on Oolors &iPerms 
• J 
.... ., " T~:sDAY WEDNESDAY &THURSDAY 
~' " r ~ kj : : * 't  :T ILL  N I N E F O R  THE WORKING GAL 
2" , '  2 ' . ,  , " .  • i . ", i ,  
4613-A Lakelse , : . ,  ~: ~ . . /  : 
° I I ' " I. " " ' " " '  """ . . . .  : ~'; ~* i ~' . . . .  1 . 
r 
DAY, AUGUST 30, -IE/1 
: o r l FA S T C T/ use et 
TERRACE • B.C, 
. TERRACE •HERALD 
3212 KalUm Street. 
Terrace, B.C. " 
P.O. Box399..... ' 
Phone 635.6357 
National Advertising 
Armstrong..Dagg - 
Representatives L td . .  ' 
Western Reglonal Newspapers . '  
14-  Business Pers0qa! 
- ,. APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For " servce  to "~ refrigerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, renges.' 
Call Bill Webb at 635.21B$. (CTF) . 
For• your Radio and T .V .  Repe;rs, 
33 . For Sale - Misc. 
For 5ale. Rifle .300 B.S;A, .¢-w 3x 
Bushnell Scope and mounts. $150. 
Phone.63S.2084 (P-IS) 
For Sale.Tablesaw, heavy duty, ~/4 
horse motor $80 Phone 635-6849 (p .  
16) . . 
44  - Room& Board 
Room and boar:d aval iable.  Phone 
635.$429 (P.15 (P - IS)  
Room and Board for single working 
girl. Phone 635-3397 {STF) 
Phone 635-3630. across from the [ J 
207 West Hestlngs Street J Legion ~.  ' L n ' : ~ ,: 4;r ~ Homes for Rent 
Vancouver, B.C. ' i::': '~  FREO'SFURNITURE . - ~  r 
• +. For .Sale .. Precast sidewa ks, For Rent • 3 bedroom.row'houses 
(a division of Fred's Refrigeration) concrete, patio blocks, di f ferent with basement. Refrigerators and ,tuber of: -: . (CTP) !+: : - 
B,C. Divlsionof the j .~ : .  .. ~: . shapes and colors, q0otes on laying stoves,- some wlth washers and 
" "Canadlan Weekly NeWSl~l~ers " TV ANi) APPLIANCE R~PA o " "sidewalks. Phone 63S.26Q3 Upla'nds dryers. Electric "h;eet. Close to 
,satiation . , ' "  " L~ F" 'F , " j . . . .  : : : .  ... . . . . . .  . Nursery, (CTF) : . . . . . . .  downtown and schools. Playground 
and . . . .  f - .- . . . ' ;  . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  for children.. References.required. 
: . -. I' or .reliable service and 'repalr ' - For  Sa'le.~hlckens for be ling or App ly .  Mrs..~ Rebe .Phillips, 
. verlfledClrcu!arlon "'  I C~31~;.:n°~S T.V; andAppllance stewlng./Scents each.~20.or:more + Cedergrove Gardens, 4529Straume, 
• Classfied Rates I -" y re.e+ (CTP) \ • . :65 Cents each. For resdy-t0 Cook "1 Ste,:12S, Phone 635.3788 (CTF) 
ve cents a word. (MInimum 201 L_ . ~. • • .•i : . . .  ,.~ . " -  orderslnPoly bags please_order by j ' -  
~rds) Display classltled $1.35 en TELEV!SION & ELECTRONIC'. il~one. 'Samson's Poultry Farm 635- Room for young Working 'man with 
• SERVICING . - : ..: 2709 (C-16-3) . - '.: Kltchon end Llvlngreemfscilltres. 
oh. -- I . . , . - SubscriptlonRetes ++ Phone 635.371S anytime. (CTF) + :.3 pc. bathroom set.  white'. USed Close totown. Phone635.4294 (STF) 
SingleC0py 15cents . "' " " " : '-. .. . • • ; "Cempiote'wlth chrome fittings "J Furnlshed,/cooklng facilities, 5035 
~acly in , r . . . .  PICTURE FRAMES I 8mm movlecamera~p~'o]ec)orend j McDesk Phone 635.$957 (P-16) 
:arly by mall Slg In'Car~ada Framlng~ of: painting's~ p ctures, J :edltor.'Phone 635-~4091 after 6p.m. 
$12 outside Canada. • .Readyph°t°s'+toCertificates"needlep°inthang. S0 frame styles.toetC" J ,(P'15) I ' 4 k " J i :: : . . . .  ' ' r Onebedroom home fully furnished. 
ufhorlzed as second class mall by choose from;:635.2188 (CTFy.. J For. Sale ; 1960Vauxhaul " . Available Sept. Sth fo r  a couple 
~e Post Office Dept., ..Ottawa and = ' " " " • " " " ',1 132!ft.'Flbreglass boat, windshield | Also two bedroom home avallable 
r payment of Pootage in cash. ! R.J. LETOUR,EAU II and'coofrols. Phone'635.3546(P.1S) / October 1st. Phone 635.5091 (P-16) 
' . -Mus ic ,  Art,  Dani:ing I :  wA'TERWELL"  " I I  I I J IB :  . . . .  ' • '  E I F° rRent '2bedr°°mh°useen O l d L a k e l s e  Rd.  with wafer and 
lusic Instruction: Enroll now for ' DR!LLING~':':: - :+!':" : ~I~KHOEFOR HI.R ele<:triclty. Propane heat, stoveand 
|' 13 years-- : .experienc+e . in I /  II " . , : _ . . " | 635.7935frldge included.(P.16) Phone 632.7767 or l us i c  instruction In organ, 
r commercial and domestic Water l /  [I ' 'Houror  ~onwracf : ~ J :cordian. Northern Music Rentals, .wells A l l  we l l s  screened and |~ | | '  Reasonable ' 
,52 Lazelle.Ave., 635.3388. (CTF guaranteed. ' -' " " - I /  i l .  ' - / 3 Bedroom "furnished home. S140 a 
Phone635.4333evenings...:IJ II PHONE"  " " " PianoLe~ons . . I month. Immedlete occupancy, 
Ines J. Kennedy "ARCT B.C. or Write: R.R. 2 Ter~;ace " II. Ii:;+JJ " .635 36i.7 .j' / Phone 635-2862 (C-16) g,stered music teecber bas - , 
'enlngs for lessons for the fall term (P-iS) , .  II | For Rent .  house In Rosswood. 
+o+em;n, .v+.  u . , . , r .  
Z33 Loen, 635-5336 (P-18) . roughed inonly. For further Phone 
18 - Hell)Wanted . Male: 635.4294 (STF) 
3 - Personal I LOGGINGCON.TRACTOR | 34 - For Rent - Misc. " For Rent • Cabin for rent . 3707 
| WANTED • ' ! For rRent ; Indoor storage space for Kalum St. Phone 635-~815 (PrlS) 
u'e you sick eno tired of being.sick I ToLo~ and Haul 15.25 motorcycles, cam pers, skidoos, Furnished Cabins weekly and 
~lelpSnd tired?you. LetAIc°h01icAn°nym°us- I .Thousand Cubic Feet Daily boats,• pickups, etc. Phone 635'-2603 monlhly rates. Cedars Motel. Pho.m 
I PHONE QUESNEE 992-7261 + 
. . . .  "[ ~5"2~8d (CTF'3) Meetings j,.c-1~-3) . . (CTF) - ~,lanons meet every Wed., 8P.M. 
• .M.~keena ValleyGrouPevery. Thurs.. 9 37- Pets 
Part.time Work ave.able "Ave. S KALUM GARDENS rorrace Family Gr.oup every Sat., 9 . hours I~ei" day, year round: Ideal for 
:~ .M.  . shift" workers. No experience For Sale. Well trained saddle horse. 3 BEDR(~OM DELUXE 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 necessary. Reply "Advertiser, Box Ask for Betty.Ann Phone635-S144 TOWNHOUSES' A.M. 604, Terrace Herald, stat!n~ phone (P-16) -. 
All meetings held in tile old Library no. and address, etc. (CTF) designed for famll ~ Ilvlng. 
Building at Kalum and Laketse'Ave. For 5ale • Pony, gelding, 5 years, Carpeting, carport 
For information write Box S64 half registered Arab. Saddle, etc. and Fullbasement. 
terrace, B.C. or Phone 635.2S30 or 19 '- Hel~ wanted  Male available. What offers? Phone 635. 
~35-3448. '~ " ' '  " & Female m32 (C.lS.3) ForAppolntmentto 
view Ph. 635-7320 
1 Gray Gelding, gent e, and good (CTF) ~lcnic.D°n't le (p.15)Posterity "'enioy', your Wanted - Sales Lady, must be wlth children. 8.yearsold. , H 
amblnous, own a car, potential 1SerrelReg. V4horse, Mare, 4 years 
unllmited.~ Reply Advertiser Box old. Phone 635.3421 (P-lS) 48 - Suites for Rent Foryour holiclays, huntingor fishing Number 69S, Terrace Herald, 
• Renta trailer from Hoeft's Rentals Terrace, B.C. Stating age, marital Tro-Ten Kennels - For Rent ." 3 bedroom unfurnished 
Ltd., 47g - 3rd Ave., Prince George, status, address and phone no. 'All 
Expecting one Illter of Reglstered Suite.in 4-plex. 4600 blk. Soucie. 
B.C (CTF.M)_. . . . . . . .  ~ replies.will be answered with the Malamute pups OllSep~. 21, 1971 arid Phone 635.2620 (CTF) 
~ strictest confidence. (C.16) one litter at same on October 1st. 
- Notice'at'G.c. DemmlttStore;.A & J. For Rent . 1 bedroom basement 
14 Business Personal WATKINS QUALITY PRODUCTS ~erket S0~8"Ager St., Yore;ace. suite. Phone 635-4551 ( I¢ ~,) ~'~, 
First in Home Service " .. " This notice Is faulty. ' 
ack and Jill Nursery'School has We are looklng for emblflous people, H.F. Nedelec ' " For Rent . 4 bedroom basement 
penlngs for classes in September. full or port-time to sere/ice our Telkwa, B.C: Box 18S or inquiries phone 63S.5187' or 635- suite, wall to wall carpeting, fridge 
S29 (P-18) "" ' ..... : "+'"~:~'~ ;~s=~°-~e~J~:~.~T~r;r'ace.atea~ !368s'3~°, +-~I~(~3-~S~4~:.'~-~5-+(+~:M'JT). ,;.:.~-:-+ ;...+, and stove. Electric heat. Phone 635. 
rd.Ave.,107;PrlnceGeorge;B.C (C- 3379 (P.16) - 
.................................... ~ _..~,:+ ,:....~ -:: . . . . . . . . .  , ? - .~  ~8~?;;.Wb'fif~d~.+::MiSc:,:-.,,,,~-+. ~ . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ , . . . . .++~. ,  
BERNINASEWlNGMACHINI ;~' ",. " . . . . .  " "  " ' r l  . . . . . .  + r: # +" I"" "q : ' : "+:::" '+:'':'" +:++•+'"R+llf:::+:;++:':bedro0m' Sulf(~ + 
• Thompson Bernina now - 20 Help Wanted LANDWANTED '-:. +: ":: B. Phone 635.Z415 from 9 a.m..  S J " located, i  " : 1 . . . .  unfurnlshed.Krumm Rd. No. 1, Lot 
ELK EN MERCANTILE j ++ i J Female . . . .  Sportsman wishes to buy ac:reage, ' p.m. or 635.74S2 from 6 p.m . 9 p.m. . . . . .  , large or small suitable for hunting or . . . .  • . I r ~ fishing. No buildings; Please send ~est selection, best values in townl IS THERE A MATURE LADY IN details and legal descriPt on to C. For Rent - available Sept. 1st, foil ram $59.95 up including freel TERRACE WITH : THE Wood, Box 38,Station S, .Toronto, rellabletenants. Onebodroomfuily essons. , . .j OCCASIONAL. USE OF 'A CAR Ont. (C-lS) " " furnished self.c0ntalned basement 
WHO WOULD LIKE TO • suite. Close to Schools. No heavy 
1623 Lakelse Ave.,'Terrace 1 OPERATE A PRESTIGE Wanted.Worklnggirltoshareh0use drinkers. Phone 635.2055 (P-15) 
Phone 635.2552 (CTF)J SERVICE IN HER SPARE and expenses with three other girls. 
TIME? NO INVESTMENT OR Phone 635.3765 (P.16) 
ALLAN J.McCOLL EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 49 - Homes for Sale 
NOTARY PUBLIC COMPLETE AT-HOME Wanted: Good used small p/ano. 
4646 Lakelse Ave. TRAINING, ARRANGED. NO 
Phone635.7282 ", ,DIRECT SELLING. Phone Kltlmat 632.6925 (C-IS) 3 bedroom house, 1,000 sq. ft. off 
IHighway 16E. 2 m les . f rom Res.635.2662 ORGANIZATIONAL ABIL'ITY Wanted • Crawler tractor 90 h.p. iSkeena Bridge. Phone 635.2603 
Terrace, B.C. CCTF). AND GOOD KNOWLEDGE OF class, Canopy, drawbar,'  wlnch,~ -(CTF) • -. 
i • . T H E C O M M U N I T Y ,  angle hydraulic root blade, prefer 
Makeshoppinga "FunTl~tng"" CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, ETC. PTO,undercarrlegeove~'50percent,. ForSale. Private•3bedroom house AN ADVANTAGE GOOD Visits very'interestingand ' very good mechanlcalg guaranteed in Terrace .on quiet street near 
different storewhere you will find RETURN FOR SMALL'AMOUNT condition, price delivered 5 miles schools. 3 mlnutes from dOwntown. 
OLD FASRIONED PERSONAL OF MONTHLY. TIME from H,~zelton, 842.5047~ Box 31, Terms cenbe arranged. Phone 635- 
ATTENTION • INVOLVED. Interested Ladies Hazelton. (C.15) 7337 (CTF) 
For expertadviceon please write for full details' to 
HEALTH FOODS "Advertiser", Box 696, Terrace For Sale. 4 bedroom house wllh full 
See HowardandPegeenin . B.C. (C-15.3) Wanted to buy goocl used furniture basement, 2 bedrooms located in 
Herald, Terrace, • Contact Freds Furniture 635.3630. basement with bathroom facilities. 
• THE MARKET PLACE Experienced Secretary required' (CTF) Situated on V= acre lot, serviced with 
a603 LazelleAve. Apply in own handwriting to townwaler andsewer. Includes red Phone 635.7717. 
brick fireplace and electric heat. Advertiser, Box 607, Terrace 39 - Boats & Engines Separate 1 car garage; Full price (CTF) ~ Herald. Terrace,' B.C. (CTF) - - 
I J $14,g00 Phone 63S.6801 (CTF) 
' MOBILE STEAM CLEANER 38 -' Furniture for Sale ~'FOrl Sale.. R'ver. boat. 20 It. long. 
| 24.hour service - I  A so tral er. Phone 635-6429..(P.19) New3 bedroom homeon bench. 1252 
P 15) PH.635.5043 • I ....... sq. ft. w-w carpet throughout. 
i (  For Sale ." Bedroom s01te; Tappen 18'9'/ Starcraft  (Ha day V) $11,000 cash to mortgage. Phone635.' 
Range, fridge, table and chairs, hardtop boat,'6S & 39 H.P Merc. 6913 (P-15) 
mirrors, Colonial, Co0ch, canning Motors,'traller.'Phone 635.2452 after 
S'p,m, (P-t~) J I GENERAL ROOFING- I jars "etc. ' volkswagon t res ,  For sale by owner, Executive type 
• No iobtoobig " • i galvanized Water tank, Phone 635. .. • . four bedroom home on large' view 
Nolobtoosmalf  i 59S1. (P-14) ' ' feet on two floors, wall to wall Seeyourrooflngspeclallst' . | For Sale: 14 It. AIumlnlum boat; 1ot, 4501 Cedar Cresent, 2~0g squ re 
Brand new. Asking =350. Phone 635. cerpef. Two fireplaces, gas heat, STEVE PARZENTNY i i Are:you paying too much. for .2321.(STF) reducedprlce. Phone635.5205(P.17) , ROOFING,CO. LTD. i ;furniture? If so fry our furniture 
General-Roofing (Bonded) | renting plan. We rent complete ' ~ " For Sa~e: 4 bedroom house, built 
Phone night or day635:2724 ~ : I household furniture Including .TV' 43:;' Ro0ms,for: Rent exceptionally strong,' full finished 
. (CTF) ~ '~- '  / - '  4434La, kelseWlth°ptl°n to.buY.Ave. Freds. urnlture•635.3630. (CTF) " basement with encl()sed garage. 
I "TERRACEEXCAVATING-~ " " " For Rent • Room for IKool  Kat. -Almost .new. Situated in a qulel 3 
I location..Phone 5.5147 after 6 pro. ' ". " " ~ 3 B.edroom grouping now available Phone 635.4294 (STF) (P-iS) " ". " F 
Complete sepilcsystemlhstatled.J : from Fred's." Included are 2 piece ' " 
Backhoe work by. the hour;  0rl:-chesterfield, 5 piece kitchen table . osBoR~iE " GUEST .HOUSE " e Wtd .  to  Buy ~= 
contract" " ' ' '  " :'L'" i ' '  "'I': set, 3 piece bedroom'suite. Pt;Iced' .Comfortable rooms In  qu et SO - H0US S:. 
For free estimates c~fl.635.206S 'fi'0m $497 or complete with, $600 resldentlal:area..2812. Hall: Street. 
(CTF) / ~. ~ '..:, ~/alue consul.color ~Tvfrom s997. Phohe 635.2171. (CTP) " . . .. Wanted to I~U~/.:i01der home In any I 
Contact Fred's ' Furniture, 4:434 ~ ~ + " " : .condltlo'n.'Phon~, 635.2384 (P-16) 
TONY . . . . . .  SMOBILE;' . . . . . . .  H~"'~"='~. ;'. Lakelse, Terrrace;BC Phone'63§~ " : ' '  .' FLYNNAPTS " .  ' " [ '3630 or Fred's.Refrlgeratlon'Ltd,. Fm;nlShed. rooms,and furnished 51 - Business Locations ~' .. SERVICE & REPAIRS", 222C!ty'Center, Kitlmat,.B.C. Phone apts. Cooking facllltles~avallab e.
' ' J 632.3632. (CTF) " Phone 635.6658' CTF) ." ' ' 
For CO~l~le're Installation & " :,Newly. Decoraterl 0 f f i ce . .  / '  ':. 
' - - - "  :' " : !', Birch. papeliedwalls, wa to wa " 
Service .. . . . . .  , $10 each'. Phon~. 635.32~8 (STF)  ' ' :: :-&:COF.FEE SHOP ;' , windows. Approx. 900 Square feel. on 
Blocking & Hook.up all' Sbrvl~es 'For Saie 42 step'end tables'-like ne~/ -" THORN'H LL N~oTEL. ' " .  - carpet.. E~lectrlc '.heaf.:'Large North 
Skirting , & Porches .. ".:& 
DIs.mantellng,. L : I: Hoosekeeplng U01fl. , ~ , . .  Laket~e AVb; : App ly ,  E ken 
" "  -':,,,us,,;a, inStrUments j Propanebottla|llllng / " Mercehtlle Phone:635.2SS2. (CTF;3) 
' Pacific ~6 Gas~nd O . ' ' ' .... ' . . . . . . .  
Phone 63S.TB49'Terra'ce,:B,¢; :~ 'Mu=ical-.Inslrumenf~,r Piano's .fOl~; .•'./.-..,/Hl~!~.ways'16 Eest:('~T e , 52  :.Wanted.t()?Reiit . . .  ~ . rentwith ®ti0n topur~:hase Gultars ~ . " " .•...,;.. :. ~ :..~ :~-~ur~''.~:...: U'  'and .ampllflers ~foP,sele-.:6r ent. ,' . .... . . . . . . . . .  ........... " ':.'. :+For rent,l:~2 blJsin+es~aCbs nnew' .Northern .Musical. Rentals; 4552' .Roo~m' f0~.~ron i . i  n famlly'home,"n~ buildingS00sq, ff;:&800sq;ft, Phone + ' " " ' I '" "" ' ' " :~ ': Lazelle:Ave,.; 635.3386. (CTF) •. " • ¢0.oKIng ..ta¢llltle!, .$40 bei';month, :" 635.7985. (CT, F) : ", : ~ 
I ; ~  : 1 : ~;+'~t.'l~"~: &l~&'--"--.';:'e~';. -l+n°n+ '~'~321'IcTP)'r +:" ' '  "' :I Wantedto.Rent..2bedroam.,ull+n;..l 
55 - Property  for  Sale 
For Sale: One75x 100 ft. lot and 12x 
54 ft. General Trailer. fenced and 
landscaped. Asking $1400().00. Pho~e 
5.6726. (CTF) 
LAKEL SE PROPERTY 
Waterfront lot for sale. Located bY 
the lunctlon of Lakelsa Lake and 
Leketse River. Lto 3 of District Lot 
s6u794 Plan 2097. 144')x 292'; Good 
ummer nomeeite and investment, 
'Assured privacy as accessible only 
by boat. 'Asking $6,500 cash or $4,000 
with $500 down. Contact Mr.  W, 
Umphrey at 1477 Westel;n Drive, 
PortCoquItlem, B.C. or phone 941. 
2968 (C-17) " - • 
Acreages for sale • 4 • & 5 acre 
parcels lust north of Terrace city 
limits. Water available, terms. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTFI - 
l0 Thornhlll 2Va acres of land. o ;  
Highway 16. Phone 635.5233 (STF) 
For SaleCorner lot, set up for.trelier 
Incl0des 8 x 20 sundeck, it .x 12 felly, 
insulted Joey shack, outdoor 
barbecue end othe r extras.. Phone 
635-4580 (P-17) 
56 -Bus iness  Opportun!ty  
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
Car rental Agency available with 
or without cars. Price negotiable. 
Ideal business opportunity for young 
aggressive working couple 
whereupon the wife could handle the 
- reservations and rentals. Pest trend 
has proved that top service creates 
rapid Increase in business and 
profit. Many built.in national steady 
accounls already secured for repeat 
business. Backed by e truly 
successful name in Car Rentals. 
Only those sincerely interested in 
exchanging hard work for 
rewarding profltsneed apply. App y 
Advert ser, Box 693, Terrace . 
Omenica Herald, Terrace B.C. (C- 
15.3) 
57 - Automobi les  
For. Sale . 1957 Chevrolet, 4.door 
sedan, 6 cylinder, standard trans. C- 
wWinter tires and Ilc~nsed. Phone 
63S.S~71 or may be seen at 4727 
Hamer Ave. (P.16) 
For Sale • 1956 International P.U. 
with camper. • S3O0 Must sell - 
opwner leaving town. Phone 635-7008 
(P-lS) 
1966 Corviar Convertible, ful ly 
equipped, nice shape. $700 or best 
offer, Phone 635-4286.(P.1S) 
1965 ~'ton H.D. Ford Pickup In good 
shape. $700 or best offer. Phone 635- 
4286 (P-1Q) 
1949 ~/~ Ton Ford SIS0 
Approximately 4 squares of 210. Ib. 
ashphault shingles S35. 
Combination wood enO electric stove" 
$25 
1" Complete oxy-aceteline welding 
and cutting o'uffit $50 ~ " . . .  
1 . 12 v01t Ford generator "and 
regulator (new) $10 Phone ~1~.27Sl. 
(P•lS) 
For Sale. 1963 Ford Wagon, good 
condition, extras. Phone &15-7710 (p. 
lS) 
For Sale- .  1963 Chev 6 cyl, 
automatic, mechanically sound. 
$275. Phone63s.s338 after 6 p.m. (P- 
17) 
For Sale. 1970 Meteor Rides u 500, 2 
dr. H.T.P.S.P.B. 390 auto, 2 extra 
studded winter tires. : $3,000or bast 
offer. Phone 635.7856 (P-15) 
For Sale - 1970 V= Ton, GMC P.S.P.B. 
H.D. SuB, 350 cu. In, V.8, 4 bl., duals, 
aux. tks., Insul. canopy, radio, with 
or without stereo and reverb.,, in 
excellent cond. Would consider 
taking small late model car as part 
Pal/ment, Phone 635.5147 (P-18) 
V= Ton 1963 GMC Plckup at Terrace 
International lot. SS00 " Good 
condition. Phone 63S.5492 (P-15) 
SALVAGE 
67 International VF220 Tandum 
Dump 
67 Toyota 
69 GMC Handi.Bus 
65 Rambler 
21 ft. Cabin Cruiser - .  
69 Mustang 
66 aids 
Crushing Plant ' . '  
Enquire Skeena Adiusters Ltd., 4742 
• Lakelse Ave, 635-2255. (CTF) 
For Sale: One )970rKenworth Model 
W-923 CNC excellent.condition AI 
inquiries should be direct'ed to 635. 
113. (CTF) • "?'. 
For Sale • new deluxe:camper and 
new Ford pickup'for sale. Sleeps 6. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTF) . • ' 
• ,=0;.s;,+.:.., :+/ 
- 1~3Chev Bolalr'VS;automatlc,l 
Best cash offer. Phone affel;.6 Pm l 
635.2609. • " :::+!"'.-~. : ' ; I  
'Also power rake:oft Wlnch forl 
, For Sale • 68 PIvm~uIh::GTX,~40 
motor,, financing, avallal~l~.. Phone 
635.2370 (P.20 ." .;:. '.'.~:'... 
'1971" .F0r, d % TOn :. CrewCab 
miles, as new, autoi-~rsnsml! 
P.S.. P.B. Radio,. rel~i~":'::but 
mlrrors, .etc,. Extra speclal p 
19~, Jeep Wagoneer-. ,Vie;. P. 
Wheel. dPIve,' now eng nb,... 
:condition '$,1,250 Phone'. 6,~ 
: ,  (CT  F ) l ' '  l : ; + ~':.: ~ PII 
58.  T ra i le rs  
FORCED SALE 
8 x 20 Homemade trailer • Ideal for 
mobile tool Shed. 
1966 Chrysler New .Yorker 
1967. Rambler"Ambassador " 
Pheee 635-6595 Days (C.1S) 
For Sale - Caveman 10'6" Camper. 
Excellent condit ion; Reduced 
price.. Phone R. Skoglund 635.5366 
(C. (C.16) " 
1Ox 552 bedroom mobile homewith 
adjoining heated .loey Shack; : 
Situated at No.' 45,-Timberland 
Trailer Park.' Phone ¢15.3N9 (P~0) 
For Sale - 1967 ~enera1,12 x 55, 03" 
bedroom mobile home. With 6+x 
porch. Semi furnished. $6750." 
Fs~rnlsbad S7250 Phone 635-3421 (P. 
- .~. • 
For Sale. Travel Trailer, sleeps 
six, 3 burner *tove, Ice box, first r 
class condition. Ph'one 435.5134 (P- 
16) 
) 
For Sale 
8 x 36 house trailer 
S x 41 House tra']ler 
10 x 50 housetra!ler 
C0ntact'A. Frelsen 
3213 Kalum (P.16) -. 
Lega I , 
CANADA,  
• DEPARMENTOF 
TRANSPORT 
PACIF ICA IR  SERVICES 
REGION 
TENDER 
Sealed tenders addressed to 
the undersigned and marked 
"co f fee  Shop Concession and 
Jan i to r ia l  Serv ices,  Pr ince 
Rupert Airport,  Dlgby Island, 
Pr ince Rupert, B.C. "wi l l  be 
received up to 3:00 P.M. PDST 
Fr iday September 17, 1971 to 
operate Coffee Shop Concession 
and to  prov ide  Jan i to r ia l  
Services for  Terminal  Building 
and. Ma intenance  Shop. at  
Prince Rupert Airport.  
: Tender documents may be 
obta ined  f rom the off ice of 
Reg iona l  Super ih tendent ,  
A i rpor t  Services & Properties, 
Room 320, 739 West Hastings 
St., Vancouver. I ,  B.C. or  f rom 
the Airport  Managor,  .P~'lnce 
Rupert A l rport  on deposit  of  a 
S2S.00 cert i f ied-  cheque : made 
paya l~ lb j  t0 '  fh'e~: -+ Re~eii' ~"~ 
Gene(al .  6-f~Canada; ' Cheq~7~:•T 
w l l l  . : :be - re funded .wher i  
specif ications are returned in 
good condition. .. 
Interested partlesare advlsed 
a site meeting wil l  be held in the 
Alrporl: Manage~:'s off ice Dlgby 
Island, Prince Rupert ,  B.C. at 
10:00 A .M.  PDST Tuesday ,  
September 7, 1971 to discuss al l  
phases of  the proposed contract. 
J.A. Lenahan 
Regional Director, A ir  Services 
(C-15-3) 
THE DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
BY-LAW NO. 615-1971 
WHEREAS by Plan 3623 a 
Thirty-threo (33') foot road 
al lowance was Created on the 
easter ly  boundary  and 
southerly boundary of Lot "A"  
of Blocks Twenty.f ive (25) and 
Twenty. s ix  (26), District Lot 
Thred Hundred and Sixty (360), 
Range Five (5), Coast District, 
Plan 3623. 
ANDWHEREAS the Council 
of the District of Terrace has 
determined  that  it is not 
practical to retain the same as a 
road or  lane; 
NOW THEREFORE the 
Counci l  of  the' D is t r i c t  of  
Ter race  In .open  m'eeting 
assembled,, enacts" as:' fo lows:. J 
1." That , i the  s t r lp l .0 f : : ' land J  
• de'dicaf~l as,~.lane lying'on the :;I 
east e r~ "boundar~ •and. the,. ] 
i'souf terl ~ boundary of Lot:"'A'~ :1 
"" " ' " ~ " ~ r ~ ~y ~u~' P~O~,OrCyleS ' ';i' ;qd~Lod • ' ma house for two nt 
Call yoUr!local ly: owned .' ' ' ' . . . . .  n ' " ' " ~ <' ' ' '  ' ¢ t " r + n4~ I g " : '  'n  " #: P ' : 450LIItleAve~-." -, / ~=ospltal. Phone'635.5! 
Scrambler. eeplng ~oon~s,.hoos . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  ,. I '  ' '  .,~. ~:: .: 4. i 'L ,t970 ;~0' BSA FIrebll'd I' ,S! ~keep!ng~unlts~j~,( P;I~)" ' :  '" " ' '  ~ 
" I1" twin cerbs. ~ $1000 or best~ offer" mtrallY. Ioceted,.'full. f ;.' -" . 
• ea~nelble rates by week or month.. :tat. : One .uP ~two: bedr~ 
• * ~ omdrlhk~a ;only. Phone 635.6611 I+'• (~ I .home, 0pt. o r_~l le  I~ losorve you be, f=r:.:: i I1~!+~0;~ y :T~)  / k 4+~:.~ ' , "  ~ : '  ~r~+ ' . ,  
. "  .t, . . . . . . . .  1 . . . .  +" "~£~ " lp~tm+~: l  : jJja~. ,~.' ,7" 
i:i PR ILL  ,+:: ~i;:!, 
Hw:y: 5"Ea.=!':;T~Fra'd 
;635-5376. (C'TF)'-:.~' :~,. ', :'":::. " .  ~L' "~ 
', NewArrlva s. 10spesd blcycles~ 27 
Racer. :  'Regular S109.95. Spec a : 
;'179.95 ', .~'-" ',.:,,~ ': . . . .  ; .  ~. 
-:Sears .sales,.: ,,. :,: ~+ : . re: . 
[errace, SWimmi~ 
:'Phor/e ~15.5~4~ 
': ~ ' ~' "USEOTRUCKS'~ " I" 
1969 KW, L92~ C.W 25 Ton Columbia. I selfl08d SVTI 1- , 87~B.O341C, SFD4640; :-" 
z x24 tires 70 percent, BUdd Wheels; i]; 
WB2~0, ~H'ayes Equipment 6ales L:M. J : 
~pho~e Prince, GeOrBer, 5~1.0~14; I * 
~elex 047:~4. !  (C;17.3) • ~, :. . . . . . . . . .  l ,  
+ ?:, . .  .. +, I 
:Can be seen al 
TI ~ne S-~57/(C 
~:'.. , , , ; . .  , ,  : 
/".:: :::,: , :. :.):.:: ............. , 
• : , = 
5" . : ' "  ' ,;:; i ~. ,', 
Legal 
CANADA 
DEPARTMENTOF 
•TRANSPORT 
PACIF IC A IR  SERVICES 
REGION 
• ~.TENDER 
• . SeBled tenders addressed to 
the undersigned and .marked 
- "Cof fee  Shop Concession and; 
Jan i to r ia l  Serv ices ;  P r ince  
Rupert Airpprt ,  Dlgby Island, 
~ ince  Ruper t  B.(~•', wi l l  be 
received upto  3.00 PM PDST 
Fr iday September 17, 1971 to 
operate Coffee Shop Concession 
and to prov ide  jan i to r ia l .  
Services for  Terminal  Building 
~nd Ma intenance  Shop • at 
Prince Rupert Airport .  
Tender 'documents may be 
obtained f rom the o f f i ce  of 
Reg iona l  Super in tendent ,  
A i rport  Serv ices  & Properties, 
Room 320, 739 West Hastings St. 
Vancouver 1, B.C. or f rom the 
A i rpor t  Manager ,  P r ince  
"Rupert  A i rpor t  on deposit of  a 
$25.00 cert i f ied cheque made 
payab le  to the Rece iver  
Genera l  of  Canada. Cheques 
wi l l  be , re funded when 
Sl~cif icaf lons are  returned in 
good condition. 
Interested part ies are advised 
a site meeting wi l l  beheld  in the 
Ai rport  Manager ' s  off ice Digby 
Island, Prince Rupert, B.C. at 
10:00 AM PDST Tuesday  
September 7, 1971 to discuss all 
phases of the proposed contract.  
J.A. Lenahan 
Regional Director ,  
A ir  Services 
(C -15-3)  
NOTICE TO 
• CREDITORS 
Estates o f  the  fo l low ing  
deceased:  Ar thur  S idney 
CRANE, late of 5229 Haugland, 
Ter race ,  ' B.C., Ingva ld  
JOHANSEN,  late o fDomin ion  
Rooms; Prince Rupert, B.C., 
Robert Guy SAUL,  late of 323 - 
0th St., New Westminster, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said estates 
are hereby required to send 
'them duly verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  • 635 
Burrard '  StY, Van~cbLi;~r j ;  B;C:, 
before the 13fh'd~y Of October, 
1971, af ter  which date the assets 
Of the said Estates. wil l  be, 
distr ibuted, hav ing regard only 
to c la ims  that  have  been 
received. 
CL INTON W. FOOTE 
PUBL ICTRUSTEE 
(C-18-3) 
IN THE SUPR'EME,~ "•'" 
COURTOF , /  
BRITISH COLUMBIA  - i . .  
COURT NO./$936 '
REGISTRY:NO,0e873 
D O R I 'S  EK  D~A'HL"  
PET IT IONER AND : ' ;ESA 
HA 'NN U -~:E 'K  D:AHL  
RESPONDENT ~ . 
NOTICE OF 
DIVORCE ACT ION :.. 
To Esa Hannui! El~dahl .' Your 
wi fe , .  Dor i s  Ekdahl ,  has'- f i led 
Petition Iq0. 5936 - .  08873 in the~ 
'Disf.rl~.. ~ Regis.try o f  . the:  
Supreme .Cour t  'o f~ Br i t i sh .  
Columbia at Vanc0uver,  lasklng 
fo r  a d ivorce .  Your  
whereabouts b#Ing unkp, own, 
the Court ordei'ed serv ice o; the 
Pet l t l0n  on  You:  by .  fhi's 
adver t i sement ;  ~The grounds  ~ 
al leged for  d ivorce are sf.afed in 
the petition. I f  you  w ish  to  
defend or counterc la im the 
steps you must take  and the 
t imes w i th in  which you  must 
fake' them ere sef .0uf  in  :the 
notice endorsed On the petition. 
A copy of the petit ion with 
notice wi l l  be mai led Io you on 
request addressed to '  Dis'fr i~ 
Reg is t ra r ,  Supreme Court ,  
Court House, 800 Georgia Street. 
West, Vancouver- 1, B .C .  
: If you do not f i le  an answer in 
the said Distr ict  Registry  and 
take the other .~teps set out. in 
the notice endorsed on  the 
petit ion within 20 days fo the 
date of publication of  this 
advert isement hen you Will not : 
be entit led to fur ther  not ice  and 
15 days thei 'eaf ier the petit ioner 
may proceed and the rel ief  
c laimed may be given in your 
absence. 
J .P•ABEL  
DISTRICT REGISTRAR 
(C.16.3) 
Be care fu l  
when dr iv ing  
When heading for that special 
vacation spot this weekend on 
heav;!;; traveled highways, 
kee .p  pace  w i th  the  res t  o f  t ra f f i c  - 
and learn to antic ipate stops 
and:~slowdoWns by': Observing 
traff ic  two or more cars ahead. 
So says" the B.C.* Automobi le ,  
,Association, which also advises 
motorists to keep at  least one 
car length of space between 
their cars and those ahead for 
every 10 miles per  hour of 
speed. Drive defensively r and 
"Br ing 'era Back Al ive!" 
Logging Contractor Required " 
Ful l  Stump to Dump Operat ion  
i~ ' ,  " 
r 
' ; ' r  
Contractor should be capable of' logging $ mil l ion cubic feet 
annual ly,  with abi l i ty  to expand product ion'substant ia l ly  , 
after the f i rst  year  of  operation• Must be able to construct 
reqoired logging roads. 
ConlractorsJnteresfed should reply to: " " 
MacMi l l ian  Bloedel Industries Limited " i: 
Queen Char lo t te  D iv i s ion ,  • • 
P .O .  Box  I0 ,  -. :1:: 
Juskat la ,  B .C  . . . .  . ' , '  .. 
A t tent ion -  R .V .  D ick ,  •Manager  / :  . . . .  
Telephone: 557-4212 " ~ ~ : .  : . . . . : :  
I 
Log  Sa lvage  Contract"' • 
Available . . . . .  
. Contractor with 2 self loading salvage trucks required.  ' 
One or two Wheeled skldders could a l~ work  10 advantage " : 
w i lh the  sel f  loaders. Interested CORlractorsSbeuld contact: . ~? 
:. " ':" .: :MacMil lan Bloedeii~lndUstries : ; i  
.;.;' i . "' ~': . ' ,Queen Char lo l te ,Div is ion,  ' 
r :• , ; . \  
, - : : : ; :  
"i 
• -e 
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Perennlally popular comedienne Carol Burnett and the rest of 
her talented gang, including actor Harvey Korman, will be 
featured on CBC-TV this season on the Carol Burnett Show 
which debuts Tuesday, Sept. 14 at 8:30 p.m. 
Kids to participate 
in local fall fair  
The Terrace Fall Fair  
scheduled to go on September 
fourth, will not be the first such 
fair in Terrace, but is intended 
to be the first annual fair. 
Several such fairs have taken 
place in Terrace over the past 
few years, and have never 
run more than four or five 
consecutive years. 
The Kitsumkalum Farmers 
Institute, and the First Terrace 
Womens Institute intend to 
make the fall happening an 
annual thing which will go on 
year after year indefinately. 
In this year's fair, there is a 
division specified for children's 
entries. This division contains a 
number of things that a 
youngster can do easily and 
inexpensively, and include such 
things as Sunflower Heads and 
Blooms. Flower arrangements 
in a variety of containers, and 
collections. 
A few ideas: A floral 
arrangement in a decorated 
soup can; animal figures using 
a vegetable for the main part; 
miniature garden in a pie plate; 
flower arrangement in a sea 
shell or a nut shell; Posters of 
pressed leaves, grains, grasses, 
rocks, flowers; collections of 
rocks and insects. 
The list could go on and one, 
and there are sections for 
nearly anything a child could 
want to do. 
All in all, this fall fair could be 
a great success, if you bring 
your entries. They may be 
brought to Clarence Michiel 
school on the evening of Friday, 
September third between five 
and eight o'clock. 
Shr iners  Carn iva l  
slated for Terrace 
The Terrace Shriners, a 
service club under the Gizeh 
Temple, are once again holding 
their annual fund-raising 
carnival. 
This carnival, or midway, is 
the only event he Terrace club 
uses to raise funds for their 
work in their Orthopaedic and 
Burned Childrens Hospitals 
across the western hemisphere. 
The Shriners are a fraternal 
organization with a long history 
and involvement inbuilding and 
establishing hospitals for 
burned and crippled children. 
There are 15 orthopaedic 
Hospitals in the United States, 
two in Canada, and one each in 
Hawaii and Mexico. 
The history of these hospitals 
and paying patients are not 
admitted to the hospitals. 
The shriners pay the fares of 
the parents and the child to and 
from the hospitals, and keep the 
parents in hotels or whatever 
for as long as is necessary. 
The Terrace Shriners deal 
with the hospitals in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba and in Portland, 
Oregon. 
The money to support the 
program comes from all the 
Shriners in the Gizeh Temple 
and through the combined 
effort, the program is possible. 
Terrace's only contribution to 
the program is through the 
annual carnival, so citizens who 
are mindful of the welfare of 
their and others' children are 
goes back to 1922 when the first urged to come out and have a 
shrine hospital opened it's doors good time. 
in Shreveport, Louisiana with 60 The unique philanthropy and 
beds. 
Since that time, the total of 
beds has grown to 1,124 and in 
1966 the first institute for 
severely burned children was 
opened in Galveston Texas with 
30 beds. Since 1966, two more 
burns hospitals have been 
opened. 
Statistics show that the 
annual cost of operation for the 
orthopaedic hospitals is 
$30,852,000 and for the burns 
institutes, the total is $6,612,000. 
Approx imate ly  7,152 
orthopaedic ases are treated 
annually, and 785 burn cases 
treated annually. 
There are approximately 
65,980 outpatients from the 
hospitals, and since the 
inception of the hospitals, 
150,000 cases have been treated. 
The average stay for patients i
54 days in the orthopaedic units, 
The average cost per patient 
last year was $1,956 in .the 
orthopaedic units, and the 
estimated cost to treat severly 
~burned children is 
approximately $10,000. Some 
burn eases have cost in excess 
of $20,000. 
From the start of the program 
in 1922 totoday,.the toni cost of 
operating these~ hopsitsls has 
been $147,489,189. 
So, what do all these figures 
mean to the people of Terrace7 
Lots. There are four children 
from Terrace ]n these hospitals, 
alox~g with three from Kitimat, 
three from Hazelton, and one 
voluntary efforts of the Shriners 
with their long tradition of 
public service is focused upon 
humanitarian endeavour. 
Great progress has been made 
toward reducing suffering and 
saving lives, insuring that a 
crippled or burned child will be 
enabled to live a full and usefull 
life. 
Tree. 
breeding 
VICTORIA, B.C. -- (Aug. 20) -- 
Progress being made in the 
field of tree breeding will be 
discussed at the five-day 13th bi- 
annual meeting, of the 
Committee on Forest Tree 
Breeding being held in' Prince 
George from August 23 to 27. 
About 50 delegates from Canada 
and the United States are 
expected to attend. 
The conference, being hooted 
by the B.C. Forest Service, Will 
be officially opened by 
Resources Minister Ray 
Willtston on the morning of 
August 24. The remainder of 
that day will be devoted.to a 
symposium on the conservation 
of forest gene resources, and 
speakers will include Dr. Carin 
E. Ehrenberg, from the Royal 
College of Forestry in - 
Stockholm, Sweden. 
The committee will present. 
each from Cedarvale and reports and hold its business 
Kitamaat Village, meeting0n August 25; and the 
- The program is open to all followh~gdaywlllvlsiti, esearch- 
" children under 16 years of age , plots at Aleza Lake,. On Friday,, 
i whose lmrents or guardians are August 27, delegates will tour 
i unable t° paY f°r treatment' At through the Forest Servtee's 
, the Shrine hospitals~thete is no large~ nursery at ,Red ROck; 
i ~ .'eost,invoi~;ed'to :theparents or., sortie,15 miles south of" Prince 
... families of the lnJ(ired children, .George,. 
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Orimpknit ! Orimpnit 
60" Wide 
L ighwe ight  
. . . - . .  Ph. 635.72e], 
I} 
CRIMPKNIT il  FLANNELmE 
100% POLYESTER PRINTED COTTON * 
60"  Width.  
11/z Yd. Lengths  
Aserd .  Fal l  
Colours. ~i~ Length 58 35136 '7  Width.  C Washab le  Colour. Asat 'd.  CoIours. Yd .  
100%BONDED 
TURBO ACRYLIC 
54-58"  Width.  
P la ids and  
des igns  with 
p la ins to  
match,  
REMNANT ROLLS 
FOR EASY LINING 
--'49 45154"  Wldt  C -Y2 to 3 yd. Lengths"  Yd, 
BONUS 
12SPOOL 
BAGOF 
, THREAD 
With every fabric 
purchase of $5.00 
or more, while 
t they last. 
100% POLYESTER 
FULLY WASHABLE 
Crepe  Knit  
or  Lacoste  
Stitch. + 
58 /60 ,  Width.  
Many  Co lours .  
60" Wide 
Med ium Heavy Weight 
Printed Boutique 
45" Wide 
Washable  
Acetate 
& Polyester 
Washable 
,. - , .  
I 88 2 9 i 99 3,44 3. ** . ,d. 1 1 .  **. 
Bonded Skirt Lengths Skirt Length Arnel Knit 
• Acrylic ~o~.,e,e w,,..,.e.. ,n , .~ Herringbone 
.... ~4 .d Design "w'"~ 
Washable 54.55"  wide :: - " .irWashable 
i 3 88 2 33 
4 88 3 69 i 54"55"Wides /4Yd  " " ' ' "  . 
1 "" " " " n Yd. ,  
i Yd. i Yd, i i Yd.  
- n - - i -'~ " " '~  
Crimpknit i)ire Jersey Oora Batiste Granny Dot 
,,,~Preeuts, d. ,-.. 45"wide  " 45"  Wide ,  " l~ Str iPe Satin 
, ens . . s  - .  . Washable- ,~ - Washable  - • • "-,, 
!112,3 ~ " r ~ " ,'97 4, '~: ,Wide W,.sha9ble 
6.88 3 2'3 • : '  Yd .  ] 
- . . . .  .... i !; i , :  ; ; - ; i  ,d. ,d. - * ,  
I 
' ~ ' ' r " : : ; - o - y o t r i  sot  Shand ra P P r in ted  F ,iToste  Crop !: • o rints Surrah m ~ ~: ~i 
ii: : .... yu!i Orope " " : • . ' .  , ; " , "  ~ '  " '  i : '  " .. , ' ".L. .. .45" Wide :., 45" Wide.  ':: " i ", - / '  ~*,'; ;P la in"shades  "" . r / i; 
Washable .... ':~'~" ;" Washable ..";,,, " i.;i;~,:;,'.". ' ..' ; . "  ~ id  i . .  :,.;.;./.. :' ..'45L Wide ". '":  ";..:; : 
~ " . . . . .  ..,;i.,,.:........:-..,-;....~...........-. . 45 ;  e .  . , :  i;:~-" 
2, .... ' 2'39:d • " , i  ] 
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